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CHAPTER Z
1I. A Brief History of the Study of Intonation
Intonation, by which is meant the patterns 
of variation in the pitch of the voice during apeeeh,1
has been discussed by authors of treatises on speech 
since the time of the Greeks. Aristoxenua2 (fourth 
century B. C.) mid Aristophanes of Byzantium^ (£30- 
180 B. C.) discussed the difference between speech 
ana song, observing that in singing the voice proceeds 
by leaps from note to note, while in speech it glides 
from note to not9.
The earliest available specific rei'erence 
to intonation ritten in the Sugiish language was 
contained in Lord Uonbouuo's treatise. The Origin 
iuA fror.rass ja£ b„n# p u b l i s h e d  during the 
third .uartar of the eighty nth century* Lord
1. Daniel Jones, Outline of Bullish Phonetics, p* 186, 
H* Kliagiu.rut and M* da Fourneatraua* French Intjfftytjifm
aaacaiaaa# i>*
Harold 5. Palmer, finfUlgji P« ?•
James Hush, Sfl j& £  Voice. ;'P. G4, 175,
£. Sdv;ard Wiceler Seri, tura, Elements of
ghflaaUaa* p * 47b .
3. Joshua Steele, Melody of, Saeacfr. p* BOB,
2Monboddo's conclusion was that in modern language* 
there Is no change of pitch within the syllable, 
accent being a matter of the degree of loudness.^1 
A few years later, in 1775, Joshua Steele refuted 
this observation in his Prosodla Rationalls. An 
toaEd fegfeLfrliahAM. J&£ M M  MfifraujCS 
of g.P-g.5i?.*4 M  feregapd M  P.ar.P.e.t&ata,fl J2Z 
Peculiar Symbols. advancing the theory that there 
ar9 changes in pitch within the syllable, and that 
pitch changes do not proceed by musical semi-tone*
"but by gradations that seem infinitely smaller 
(which we call slides)," and that the range in pitch 
within a syllable is approximately the musical inter­
val of a fifth.5
In the same year in which Prosodia Ratlonall* 
appeared, a treatise entitled The Art off Delivering 
Written Language was published. The anonymous author 
discussed "modulation" as one of the basic aspect* 
of speech and pointed out certain differences between 
the "modulations" of conversation and reading.6
4. Lord Monboddo, Qj.lg.4a M  &££&£&&& tofflftgt. 
Vol. II, p. 276; quoted by Joshua Steele, Melody 
SX gftg&fifo, pp. 2-3.
5. Joshua Steele, <££. cit.. p. 17.
6. t&£ aL P.allxgj-4ft£ yzXtem pp* 70-89.
3Through the nineteenth ceixtury down to the 
last quarter, the elocutionists probably did more 
to carry on the study of intonation than any other 
group. Two major systems ox elocution arose, 
that founded by Walker in the early part of the 
century and that founded by Rush in 1827. According 
to Welkeij words "must necessarily be pronounced 
either slialng upwards or downwards, or else go 
into a monotone or song; when we consider this, Z 
say, we shall find, that the primary division of 
speaking sounds is into the upward and the downward 
slide of the voice; and that whatever other diversity 
of time, tone, or force, is added to speaking it 
must necessarily bo conveyed by these two slides.* ^
Tha author discussed in detail the application of 
his theory to elocution, giving rules, based upon 
grammar, for the use of the two types of inflection 
which he recognised at the time.6 In later publications 
he added "turns of the voice,” which he classified as 
upward and downward circumflexes.9
7. John Walkor, Slamanta of Blocutlon. p. 72.
8. !£&•> PP. 91-180.
9. James S. Murdock, A  i'laq for Bpokaa Language- p. 88,
4Rush advanced the theory that the 
intonation patterns of speech can be measured in 
terms of definite musical intervals, and he made 
observations concerning the appropriate use of 
each interval in various types of discourse.10
In the late part of the nineteenth 
century, phoneticians took up the study of 
intonation, using the methods of both direct 
observation end laboratory experimentation.
During the past three decades many subjective 
studies of the intonations of different languages 
have been made. Daniel Jones and Klinghardt have 
been leaders in this field. Jones wrote on the 
intonations of British English as early as 1909,11 
Other treatises on British English were written by 
Palmer,12 by Armstrong and Ward,13 and by Klinghardt 
and Klemm.1^ Klinghardt also investigated the
10. James Rush, op. cit., pp. 161-374.
11. Daniel Jones, Intonation Curves.
12. Harold E. Palmer, op. cit.
13. Lilias E. Armstrong and Ida C. Ward, A. 
feuic&qafr of finfiUsfr
14. H. Klinghardt und G. Klemm, Ubungen la
Tonfall.
5Intonations of German,15 and in collaboration with 
de Fourmestraux, of the Intonations of French.16 
The first significant experimental study was made 
by Scripture, who published his results in 1899.^
In the third decade of this century studies appeared 
by Merry,18 Metfessel,19 Gray,20 Travis,21 Root, 
Miller,25 and Bailey.24
157 H.' Klinghardt, 0 . ^ ^  la deujsq&ga ZgajfoU.
16, H. Klingharut and M. de Fourmestraux, j2£.« cit.
17, Edv/ard Wheeler Scripture, ££.. cit.. p. 575.
18, Glenn Merry, "Voice Inflection in Speech," 
P.3.ycft.9lo&ig.a,L 1922, Vol. 51,
No. 1, pp. 205-229.
li. Milton F. Metfessel, A Study Pitch Variations
20. Giles WilEeson Gray, "An Experimental Study 
of the Vibrato in Speech," Quarterly Journal 
of Speech Education. 1926, Vol. 12, No. 4, 
pp. 296-333.
21. Lee Edward Travis, "A Phonophotographic 
Study of the Stutterer*s Voice and Speech," 
Psy.qfcQlja&Ual MPft9^ ra,p^ ,s,t 1926, Vol. 36,
No. 1, pp. 109-141.
22. Alfred R. Root, "Pitch Patterns and Tonal 
Movement," Psychological Monographs-. Vol. 40,
No. 1, pp. 109-153.
23. Ray E. Miller, A Strobophotoeraohic Analysis
QJL A XAa&Ul M A a a U  Speech.
24. Nina Virginia Bailey, Pltqh an^ Time Variations 
Aa QftSt&la Aaejr.ifiaa ia&Aaaai Dialects.
6The last study n-med, by Bailey, was a comparison 
of the pitoh and time values of southern and eastern 
American speech. So far It is the only experimental 
study of dialectal differences in intonation within a 
given language which has oome to the Knowledge of the 
writer.
No investigation seems to have been made of 
intonation patterns to be found within a given region* 
It is the purpose of the present study to reoord 
some intonations of the speeoh of southern Louisiana 
and Mississippi*
7IX* The Significance of Intonation
Intonation is of semantic value in specoh,
having emotional, couuotative, and, to some degree,
S5denotative aspects. In word-sentenoes and in groups
of words the pitch pattern is one of the determinants 
26of the meaning, A statement oan he changed into a 
request or a command, by varying the pitch pattern,
For example, the words We shall go uttered with a 
falling infleotion form a statement; with a rising 
inflection, they become a question. If the word-
order is inverted thus, Shall we go, and the result
■........... .. —mmm mrnm
ing sentenoe spoken with a rising inflection, it
is a question; spoken with a falling inflection it
25, This does not refer to the tonal aspeot of suoh 
languages as Ohinese, in whioh a given combination 
of phonemes uttered at different pitches denotes
a different meaning for each pitch. In European 
languages this function of "intonation" does 
not operate. See Edward Wheeler Scripture, op. 
cit.. p. 687, and Hebert West, Disorders of 
Speeoh and Voice. p. 89,
26. otto Jespersen, A e mentarbuqh. der Pbpnell*. 
p. 171, quoted by Lee S. Hultzen, "Phonetics 
and Elocution," ohapter in Studies in Rhetoric 
and Public Speaking, in Honor oi James Albert 
winans, p. 24a.
Harold R, Palmer, op* cit*, pp. 87-88*
Charles Henry Woolbert, Fundamentals of Speeoh.
P* 199*
Charles Henry Woolbert and ^ eeeph F. Smith, 
Fundamentals of Speech, pp, 154-166*
8beeoraea a request or a command* Intonation has
been called "the punctuation of speech**27 because
of tha difforant pitch patterns for different kinds 
28of sentences commonly observed even by tha layman* 
Within the santanoa tha maaning of any word can 
ba changed by Tarying tha intonation pattern*8® 
Illustrative of this fact is the German playlet 
Come Hare* in whioh tha ability of an aetresa is 
tasted by the producer to whoa aha applies for a 
part* Tha produoar dascribea twenty different 
situations in whioh the two words of tha title of 
the play would be uttered* and aaoh time tha 
actress speaks them with tha intonation whioh aha
30considers characteristic for the given situation*
27* Harold B. Palmer* op* Cit*. p* 67'
Wilnelm Victor, Element's"of Phonetics* p* 124.
26* Ibid.
Lea 3* Hultsen* op* cit** p* 246,
29* Walter Rlpman* Good Speech* pp* 60-62.
Giles Wilkcson tfray and CiTaude Merton wise*
Bases of Speech* pp. 26-28,
ao . m : , “ p . i55r
Alice Evelyn Craig* Tha Speech Arts* pp* 400-405*
9Intonation also is one of the ehlef methods 
of conveying emotional attltudes,81 An illustration 
of this fact is furniehed in Scripture's experimental 
study of several interJeetions in whioh different 
intonations show different emotional attitudes. The 
interJeotlons are n0h" spoken sorrowfully, admiringly, 
and questloningly; "Ah", "Oh dear", and "Oh my", 
spoken sorrowfully, Scripture sayst
The sorrowful "oh" has 
somewhat more than the usual vowel 
oonvexlty, a general rising melody, 
and an average for tbe disoourse of 
the speaker* The admiration "oh" is 
oharaeterized by a great amount of 
convexity} the degree of convexity is, 
in faot, a vital element in the expression 
of the emotions; religious and paren* 
thetieal phrases have comparatively little 
of it. The dubitative or questioning 
"oh" is characterised by a high piteh 
throughout and a rising melody. This 
"oh," whioh seems to the ear to be 
simply a rise from beginning to end, neverthe­
less shows the fundamental convexity 
distinctly. The sorrowful^' ds-ss
31, George Hempl, German Orthography and Phonology.
p» 1&8,.
Sdw&rd Wheeler Scripture, on* sit,, p. 487. 
Wilhelm Tietor, ££. olt.. p. 124,
Hobert West, op. pit. p. 89,
Charles Henry Woolbert, oj>. olt.. p. 199.
■±± lo
or despairing "eh"'s of "oh dear" and 
"oh my" axe in general allice} they 
have less convexity than the other 
"oh"fa* The sorrowful "ah" has a 
very small amount of clroumflexion* 
the pltoh being almost monotonous; 
the main effeot oomea from the straight­
ness and evenness of the melody* The 
sorrowful effeot of the phrase "oh 
dear" and "oh my" is due largely to the 
sameness and the general lowness in 
eaoh phrase* and also essentially to 
the lack of convexity* This is In 
strong contrast to the plot for "oh? 
not really" where the surprise and 
possible doubt appear in the lively 32 
oircumflexlon of the three vowel groups*
Although the semantic values of intonation 
as discussed above undoubtedly exist* very little 
is known of them* Palmer summarizes our present 
information concerning intonation thus:
In the present state of 
our knowledge (or rather ignorance) 
oouoerniug the functions of tonetio 
phenomena, we can do little but 
oolleot typical examples of the various 
sorts of sequences, endeavor to specify 
their more obvious semantic functions 
and trust that these oolleotions will 
serve as a-starting point for further 
researoh*
Twelve years have passed sluoe Palmer mads 
the observation above, and still there is not enough
38. Bdward Wheeler Scripture* Bosearohes in 
experimental Phonetics, pp. 63-64*
39 Harold is. Palmer, Q£* olt*. p. 8T.
|\
data avallabia for a complete analysis of these 
functione, The present investigation attempts 
to contribute further data on this subject in 
that it is a study of material actually heard 
in colloquial southern conversation#
12
*
III* Experimental Methods Used in Previous Studies
of Intonation
1* Various instruments designed to record 
sound waves have been adapted for use in the experi­
mental study of intonation* The first was the 
phonautograph, Invented by Sobtt in 1856, and later 
Improved by Koenig , C* Blake, Sohneebeli, Preeee 
and Stroh, Hensen, and Pipping*24 The essential
34* Edward Wheeler Soripture, Elements of Experimental 
Phonetics* pp. 17-20, quoting the following:
Scott, Inscription automatique des sons de 
1* air au moyen d* une oreille artiflolelle, 1861* 
Phonautographe. Annalee du Conservatoire des 
Arts et Meiiers* Oot.^1864; Phonautographe et 
fixation graphlque de la volx, dosmoa. 1859, TTv, 
gji; m'ssioh. 5jtuSie n CTer d* Phonautographsn 
von Scott, Sit'it. d',""Wien, Xkad., Math.-naiurw.
(II. Abth.), 397.
Blake, The use of the mombrana tympanl as 
a phonautograph and TogograpbTArohIves "o£
Zjphthai. ana 6tol., 1876, v, Ho* I*
Sohneebeli, gxporlenoea ayeo le phonautographe 
Aroh* des Sciences phys* ei nai, de Geneve, 1878 
(Nouvelle periods), LXIV, 79; Sur th<ferle to
Si wtlou;i>,r ^ n t  des vo^ellesj AroS. des 
Solenoes phys. et nat* de G4neve, 1879 (III, Peridde). 
1,149.
Preeoe and Stroh, Studies in acoustics. Proc. 
Roy, Soo* Lond., 1879, XfcYllI,33157
Hensen, Ueber die Schrlft von Sohalbewegungeh.
Zt. Biol., 188?rx£lTT7Wi' firaT^eTcTfVeOy
Orutsner, Physiolqgle dU atlmme Spraohe. 187, 
Hermann’s H»ndh. d* Physiol., I. Bd., II Theil, 
Leipaig, 1879.
13
principle of the phonautograph consists of the trans­
mission of the voioe through a trumpet to a vibrating 
diaphragm to whioh is attached a recording device, 
consisting of a light lever with a stylus. The improve­
ments made by the inventors listed above oonsisted of 
variation in the material used for the diaphragm and in 
the type of recording device.
Samojloff, E, W. Blake, Kigollot and Ohavanon, 
and Lebedeff modified the idea of the phonautograph, 
eliminating the inaccuracies due to the lever and stylus. 
They used mirrors attached to the diaphragm. A light fall­
ing upon the mirror was reflected to a moving photographic
Pipping, Qm klangf&rgen hos alunga vokaler«
Piss. , Helsingfors, 189t>;r also as Zur JQangTarbe'
4. geyjmman Tgtejfli genaea/a"
Spraohgeiohner. Zt. F. Biol.. 1890 XXVII 433} Qm Henson's 
| q ^ u i w a j jom e U  h^aljpaedel for aprakvetenstoe^ 
Helsingfors,1890}gonautografiaka atudler, yinlandska 
Bidrag, till Svensk-Spr&k-oah Polkllfs^orskning, 09, (Hel­
singfors, 1894)t Zur Lehre V. d, Vokalkldng.on. Zt. f. Biol, 
1895 XXXI 524} Ue¥er <t. Theorle A. Vokaie»Aeta Societatis 
Soientiarm Pennlcae (Helsing'forsT. IbwTXx Ho. 11} zur
!• *!£&£. Sggaefe2B$S£at 
ner. *dm. de la 3oo« flnno-ougrlenne, XIY, Helsingfors,
l5?9.
14
plate*36
Many of the studies In vrhioh the phonautograph 
was uaed were studies of pitoh v riation within individual 
phonemes, usually vowels, suoh studies were made by 
Bonders, Sohneebeli, Wendeler, Pipping, Martens, and 
Schwann and Pringsheia*36 The last named investigators
35, Edward Wheeler Scripture, 0£, olt,. pp* 34-25, 
quoting:
SamoJloff., zur Vokalfrane Aroh, f. d, ges. physiol.
(PflUaer). 18§'S", liXviii. 1. 271 Oraphisohe Barstelluxut
4* Phjilologlat e Hu««, XSMH'C «a;--------“
Blake", 'a method of reoordlng artloulate vibrations
bv means "of 'photography. Anar. Jour. 9ei*»’ 1OT 
171,68*also in Mature, 1878,XVII Ij33a,
1894 XXVX 290, mentioned by Samojloff, Zur, 
Vokalfrage. Areh, f, d, ges. Physiol, (mkger),
4,
36, Edward Wheeler Scripture, op, oit»» pp, 17-25, 
473-478*
Bonders, Peber d# hatur der Vokale. Aroh. f. d, 
ho Hand* Be it rage *, hatur-tt. Heiik,, 1858 I 157* 
Zur Klangfajp de£ Vbtole, Areh, f. d. holland* 
BeTtragez. Mtur-u* Heflk,, 18615 111,445; Zu£
1 , Aroh, f* 4. atudiua d* neueren225M2M2
SpraoSen, 1, LXXXV, 203*
IB
studied the words and phrases, and thus supplied data 
concerning the intonation of the whole word or phrase, 
rather than of the Towels along* Martens made a similar 
study of short phrases and short sentences in German*
Sohneebeli, ^ y r i e j ^  aveo le phqn^tore.aT&e 
Aroh* des Splenoes phys* et nat* ae Gen^e, 1878 
(Houyelle pgriodd), LXIY, 79; Sur la theorie du timbre 
et partloulierement dea voyeliea. ArbkT des' "Sciences' 
phys*' et na'tV do Gea^e^lfl^, Till* periods), 1,149* 
Wendeler, ifiin VerBuohi^A* Sohallbewegung elnlger 
Consonanten u* auderer Gerausohe mlt 'd* sensea*acnen
i r 7^
Zur Phonetlk d* fina* Spraohe. Unters. alt'Hensen*a 
Spraokxeiokner, 2em7 de la 3ob* finuo-ougrienne, 
XIY, Helsingfors, 1899*
Martens, Ueber £ Yerhalten v. Yokalea u* Diphthongen 
in gesuroohenen worten. z u i . “BibY.Tiw, m ; m .
Sokwann and Pringskeim, Per franzoeiBohe Accent, 
Archly f* d* Studium d. neueren Spraoken , 1896 
LXXXV 80S*
nezoxugioro, xo»u; aiuo aeaur &xangxaxpw a* w p u u k -
enen VokaleiUntersuohung mli Sensen*s 5braokzeiokner. 
mu"f, B i o l , 'l89&7^xm; 1: Kab'k'irag""»ur jfoangfarkeT*
d «  a eaniursnan Vokale Zt* f. Biol. * l§So. XxYll. 4»^ l}
Sprak-och Yolklifsforskning • 99, (Helsingfors, 1894); 
Zur Lshre r. d. Yokalklangen. Zt* f* Biol, 1895, 
iSllt M i T  ueber d* theorie d* Vokale. Aota Sooletatis 
Soientiaxm ^eanlcae |Halsingfora}, 1894, XX,Ho* 11;
Saaojloff, zur Yokalfrsge Aroh* I* d. ges 
Physiol. (Pfluger), I&$9j LXXviII, 1, 27; grapl * } O nhisohe
Darstellaqg d, Vokale, Physiologists Huaae, 1900, II, 
62*
16
Tha basic idea of the phonautograph was
| t
approximated in the devices used by 7ietor and Jones*
A tambour was the diaphragm and a short tube the 
trumpet* Using this method, Vietor studied in­
tonations of German37 and Jones intonations of English*3® 
ii* A device for reading the grooves in 
phonograph records was used by Herman in 1Q903^ and by 
Bevier in 1900.4° A mirror waB attached to the tracing 
point of the phonograph in suoh a way that It reflected 
a beam of light upon a moving photographic plate. The 
resulting photograph showed a magnified pattern of the
grooves of the record*41 A somewhat similar device was
—   ....■■■.. -  " ■■■- ■............ —      i'»r- jV—
37. Wilhelm Victor, Element4 der Phonetl^h. 4 Au£U;
293, quoted by Edward Wheeler ^orl'pture. op, cit. 
p. 479* “
38* Daniel Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics^ h
pp. 168—182. 1 \
39* If Herman, Pflugers Arcbiv., 45, 282 (1889}j v’
47 , 42 , 44 , 347 (1890h and others: quoted by I 
Harvey Fletoher, Hweech and Hearing, p. 20.
40. L* Bevier, Physical ACview, 10, l9Zil900);
quoted by Harvey Fletcher, oj>. olt., p. 20*
41. Harvey Fletcher, oj>. olt*, pp. 26-21.
17
used by Scripture and Merry, with the exception that 
inatead of using the mirror, they substituted the. 
lever and stylus of the phonautograph. As the tracing 
needle moved, the stylus reproduced greatly magnified 
ourves of the record on smoked paper on a revolving drum,42 
Scripture uaed this device in his various 
studies of vowels and in a study of the intonations of Joseph 
•Jefferson in reading a part of the play. Rip van Winkle.43
3* The phonophotograph is a devioe by which 
light reflected from a phonelesoope is focused by lenses 
on a moving photographic film. The light is caused to 
osoill'te by movements of the diaphragm of the 
phoneleicope at the frequency of the sound to be recorded.44
42* Sfeaft^heeler Soripture, 0£. cit,, pp. 23-30.
Glenn H. Kerry, "Voice Inflection in Speech,"
i, 31, 1922, No. 1, pp.|ggo|o|Qgloal Monographs
43, Rdward wheeler Scripture, op. cit.» pp. 479-483.
44. Milton ?, Matfeaavl, "Technique ’for Objective 
studies of ‘he V0Cal Art, " Esyohologloal Monographs. 
1920, Vol. 36, No. 1, pp. 4-5.
.1 8
The phonophotographio method waa used In studies of 
intonation by Metfessel,45 Miller,46 Gray,47 Travis,48
and Hoot*49
4* The strobophotograph, invented by Metfessel,50 
is based on the well-known principle of the stroboscope, 
in which periodic movement is apparently arrested by 
means of interrupted vision, the frequency of the inter* 
ruptions being synchronized with that of the recurrent 
phenomenon* In a strobopnotographio camera rows of holes 
in a disc, oorresponging approximately to the 
frequencies of the voice± are moved at a constant speed 
past the focus of a neop flash bulb, the frequency of the
45* Milton ?• Ustfessel; A Study of the Pitch Variations 
In Speech.
46* Bay fi* Miller, 0£. cit*
47* Giles Wilkeson (Sray% ojo. olt*
48* Lee Edward Travis, 0£* cl'IV"
49* Alfred B. Root, oj>* cit.
50* Milton 3?* Metfessel, '"The Strobophotograph, a 
Device *CSr Measuring Pltoh." Journal of General 
Psychology: 1928, Vol. 2, pp. 135-139.
10
flashes of whioh is determined by the fluouatione of the 
current from an amplifier* The amplifier in turn may
be ’fed" either directly from a microphone or from a
*
phonograph pick-up. The flashes of light from the uulb 
pass through the holea in the diso directly under the 
light and are photographed on sensitized film. In the 
photograph a pattern of dots corresponds directly to the 
patterns of pitch variation as they are picked up by 
the miorophoae or the phonographic pick-up* The stro- 
bophotographio technique was used in studies by Miller51 
and Bailey.52
/
51. Hay S, Miller, cit*
52, Hina Virginia Bailey, o£, olt.
20
IV* Methods of Notation of Intonation
Throe basic methods of notation of intonation 
have been employed by phoneticians: lines, straight and
curves, corresponding to level, rising, and falling 
inflection; a succession of dots representing each 
syllable, plaoed at different intervals to indicate 
relative pitch levels, and usually employed in combination 
with lines; and numbers indicating levels of pitch, 
written above the words of the text*
It is possible that the first notation of 
intonation was by the Greeks, whose acute, grave, and 
olroumflex aooent symbols may have signified rising, 
falling, and compound rising-falling inflections 
respectively*S3 The use of these marks in Greek litera­
ture began with Aristophanes of Bysantium, in the second 
century, B* C*
Modern methods Of notation in Sngllsh probably 
began with the system published in 1775 by 31r Joshua
53* Henry W* Chandler, k Practical Introduction to
Creek Accentuation «"*p. vl* James Z* burdock, op. 
olT,.' p, 2'i, James Rush, op* olt, . p* XLT .
Steels in hla essay mentioned above, ProBodlet Hatlonais.S* 
Steele devised a ay a tom for representing the melody of 
speech, inoluding the elements of both pltoh nad time,
Ha uaad curved and straight linea, super itapoaed upon « 
staff representing quarter-tone Intervals, to indioate 
the diraotlon of inflection and the level of pltoh*
These Hues sere Joined by vertical lines to other sym­
bols representing whole, half, quarter, t «l eighth 
units of time, and u aeries of reata indicated pauses of 
varying lengths,
Bush, v#hoso treatise wua first published in 
1827, combined dots with ourved lines as symbols of 
intonation. In hie notation, the dots indicated the 
"radical' or ’full beginning or opening" of a sound.
To the dots ware Joined curves decreasing iu else to
indicate the "vanishing movement," so teraed booauee of
itu "becoming gradually weak r as it rises, iiid
I&& *i*S Internet Ion Knoyolo podia, vol, 2, p, i09«
08, Joshua Utoele, olt..pp, 8-56,
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finally dying away in the upper extreme of the tone."56 
The ourvea were of different lengths and direotion to 
indicate different ranges and directions of pitch*
The dots were placed on a standard scale, thus repres­
enting the range of pitch.07
Late in the nineteenth century ?assy (1887) 
and Sweet (1890) introduced a system similar to the 
straight lines and angles of the Greek accent marks* 
Passy*s was i system of straight oblisue lines to 
indicate the direotion of pitch change* and right 
angles to indicate voice leaps. Level, rising, and 
falling intonations were represented by the symbols 
(— )« (/)* and (/) respectively. A leap upward was 
represented by (T )* a leap downward by (L )#50 Later, 
however, passy substituted curves for the oblique
56* James Bush, ftp* Sit*, pp. 91-92,
57. ibid, p. 90.
68. Paul Passy, Lea 3ons du Pranoais. pp. 72-78.
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lines*69 Sweet used Passy*s symbols, adding to them 
(A) and (V) for compounds of the rising and foiling 
inflections*®°
Daniel Jones used a method very similar 
to Steele's in a study of intonation published in 
1909* He employed the standard music staff of fire 
lines to indioate pitch levels, and traced the into­
nation by means of continuous ourred lines on the 
staff*61 In a subsequent study (1922), Jones dis­
pensed with the music staff, using enly the ourved 
lines; but below the transcription he plaeed a staff 
with notes indicating the approximate pltoh levels of 
the intonation*®2
In 1914, Coleman published an essay on 
intonation in whioh the numbers from one through nine re­
presented a "rising scale of regular but undefined 
musioal intervals," The numbers were plaoed above
59* H* Xlinghardt and H* de Fourmestrfeux, on* oit,* p* 2*
60* Henry Sweet, A Primer of Phonetios. pp, 68-71*
61* Daniel Jones, Intonation Curves. pp* VTII-X, 2-73*
62* Daniel Jones, An Outline of Bnxllsb Phonetios.
pp* 137-167*
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the words of the text*63 only one other phonetioi&n, 
Ripnan, (1038), used numbers in a similar way. He used 
1, 3, and 3 representing respectively the "level of 
indifference, the note on which we utter words to 
which we attaofc no special importance!” a higher uetej 
and a still higher note# Leapt) were indicated by 
joining with a hyphen the numbers for the two levels 
at whioo the adjacent words were npokoa.64
(Jntil 1017 Hush’s had been the only system 
in which dots were used, in that ye r illinghardt 
published Is system, in which he employed dots alone, 
without a staff, but with a single base line to be 
used as a referenoe for the median pitch. In bis 
notation are dots of two sises, the larger representing 
stressed, the smaller ousts unstressed, syllables,*5 
These symbol* were used by Zliaghardt ad Zle&m in their 
study of English intonation,66 by Klinghnrdt in his
63, H, O, Celeaaa, 'Intonation and -'aphasia,^  Missel- 
laase ?honetloa. 1014, pp, 6-7,
64, Walter Bipaan, tt». elt.t pp, 68-73,
65, E, Xllughardt -‘.ad 8, KlOrau, op, ait,, pp, XV-XYI, 
6ti* tbid.
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study of Garaan Intooatiou,67 auA by Xlingfaaydt and do 
Fourswstraux iu their study of French Intonation.4'®
Palmer (19ua) evolved a more • labor at o sot of 
symbols for iutoaation, using liagh&rdt'o system of 
dota as the haala. Ho added arrows to show the direotion 
of pitob obauge within stressed syllables* Ho uood the 
doto only for oxorolooo la intonation* In bio nnlytic 1 
studies of intonation, bo dlopouoed with all signs 
for unstressed syllables and uood straight and slanting 
lines rud tbo curved arrows to abow tbe dlrootlon of 
pitch change in stressed syllable«• Tbooo symbols 
were placed boforo the syllables la a phoastlo transcrip* 
tion of the passage*®*
Armstrong (1926) and Ward employed a combination 
of dots, straight lines, and curves* The dots renrese.,ted 
unstressed, tbo linos, stressed; syllables* Both dots 
and lluon wore plaood above a base lino at levels 
uggesting the pitch by their relative positions*
67* H* Klinghnrdt, <S£* oit*
68* H« Kll ighardt and do fourmostrbus, op* cit*
69, Harold £* Palmer, sit*
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The symbols wore placed above a phonetic transcription
70of the selection with the baae line between*
Hoot's ayatea (1930) for subjective Analysis of 
Intonation in vary alalia* to Kush * a* He used dotsjand 
curves* single black dots Indio ting a level pitch of 
either streseed or unstressed By1lablee, curved lines 
representing a pltoh change in the direotion indicated 
by the curve* Broken lines iudlonted uncertainty of 
the observer as to the pltoh*71 These symbols were 
plnoed upon a staff devised by Metfeasel72 which la 
so designed aa to nerrait a more accurate indication of 
pitch moveraents than does the standard staff* Kursth's 
notation (1930) oonsleted of small oiroles (9) to
LadLoate level tone, small circumflex (A) and inverted
•
olrouraflex (v) marks to indicate falling and rising 
tones respootively, arrows panting upward to Indicate 
a sudden rise, arrows pointing downward indloating a
70* Lilias g* Armstrong aud Ida 0* ^ard, 5>j>* olt*
71* ulfred R* Hoot * "Pitch patterns and Tonal Movement 
Psychologic 1 Honojorauha. 1930, fol* 40, Ho* 1, p.
73* Milton F* list festal, hononbotographj Lq Folk
JfiSSii* 9* 24*
3>
•»
118*
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sudden fall in pltoh* The symbols vrere plaoed before 
the syllables In a phonetio transcription*73
The studies mentioned above in connection with 
methods of notation, with the exception of Jones* 
second study, were the result of subjective investigations* 
dotation of the results of experimental studies was 
usually by means of graphs in which the ordinate represented 
pitch and the abscissa time* Ordinarily adjacent 
ordinates represent differences of one semi-tone; suofc a 
"staff1’ permits the indioation of any pitch, whether on a 
aeml-tone or not*
73, Hans Kurath, "A Specimen of Ohio Spaeoh," Language 
Monographs, No* 7, December, 1930, p* 94*
CHAP'MS II
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Procedure
The process of gathering data for this 
study included the selection of material, the choice 
of suitable observers, the phonographic recording 
of the speech of the observers as they read the 
material, and the photographing of the sounds as 
recorded*
The material consists of conversations, 
mainly by Louisiana and Mississippi students, and 
overheard on and about the campus of Louisiana State 
University. The elliptical constructions and lapses 
of grammar are included as heard, entirely without 
any reflection on the education and culture of the 
speakers. The conversations are careless, familiar, 
jocular speech, not formal speech. It corresponds 
to analogous colloquial utterance in any other 
regionj in some aspeats, it duplicates such speech. 
In order to conserve space on records and to make 
the selection as much like actual conversation as 
the conditions of experimentation would permit.
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Tery little explanatory material waa written into the
text# Eaoh observer waa told in preliminary eonferenoe
that in the text the oloae of eaoh unit of conversation
waa punctuated by a suoeeaaion of dota (*••«,..), and
other neoeaaary explanations were made in answer to
quaations. The text followaj
Good morning, air# What*11 you hare?
Cup of coffee,*•«*,,,,,*•., •
Hey there! Where you been?
Hello youraelfi,.,,........
Hurry up. We're late, late, late.
I'm coming Just as aoon as I can*,..
I'm tired of working ao hard. I'd 
like to loaf and loaf and loaf*
Aw, you'd aoon get tired of that, too.
No, I wouldn't,..*.........
Where y'all going?
To the show, John aaya there's a good 
one at the Paramount, You wanna go with us?
Oh, I wish I oould, but I're got to go 
home early,
I believe I'll go, (A third person is 
speaking)
Well oome on then,, .
How do you do?
How are you? Won't you ait down?
Wouldn't you like some ooffee?
Yea. thank you.
Boy! (Calls waiter)
Yea, air,., .
Hallo there! How're you?
Just fine. And you?
I'm all right, thank you. Look, has 
Alloa been in here?
I don't think, I haven't aeen her slnoe 
I been here,,...*..,*..*.*
S I
You know, this is better coffee than I 
thought it'd be*
It la, for a faotJ
Have a biscuit, Take two and butter 'em
while they're hot*••*•••........
Tommiej 
SirT
Come here* You're noisy, noisyj Sit down 
and be quiet*••••••••••*••
How's y'all's dinner?
It's very good*
Can I bring you something else?
No, X don't believe so.****••••*•••
Come on and go home with me*
No, I can't*
Why can't you?
I've got to study*
Well, I'll see you later, then.
Goodbye*
I asked her to come with us, but she 
wouldn't* Ho you think she's mad?
I reckon so*.**.**•••••••
Tommie, drink your milk* Hear?
Yes, oa'ia*•**•••*•**•••«
How you-all doing?
All right. How you-all been?*,.•*.*••• 
Eighty, ninety, one dollar, two, three, 
four, five* Thank you* Come again*
Several considerations governed the ohoice
of the eighteen observers, nine men and nine women*
They were ohoeen primarily because their native gpeech.
was the southern American* It was necessary to select
people who could read aooeptAbly before a microphone*
Previous residence of the observers was taken into
aooount* Hxoept for travel, all but two of the obser-
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vers have lived all their lives la central or 
southern Louisiana or Mississippi* Observer number 
3 was horn in Atlanta, Georgia, hut came to Alexan­
dria, Louisiana, at the age of five, after the death 
of her father* Observer number 6 lived in Florida 
for three years, between the ages of six and nine* 
With a few except ions, the parents of the observers 
have lived most of their lives in Louisiana and 
Mississippi* The father of observer number 3 was 
a Virginian who lived in his adult life in Georgia 
until his early death* The mother, a native of 
Louisiana, lived for six years in Georgia, The 
father of observer number 6 lived for seven years 
in Panama, and for three years in Florida; the 
mother lived in Florida for three years* The father 
of observer number 17 lived two years in Mexico; 
the mother, a native of Kentucky, oame to Louisiana 
at the age of nine*
Personal data concerning the observers 
«re given in the Appendix, Table 69*
The observers were given oopies of the 
seleotion to be read and asked to become sufficiently
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familiar with It to road it aa conversationally ao 
possible for recording* whoa the actual recording 
waa done, several records were made, from which the 
observer and the experimenter together seleeted for 
photographing the one whioh in their judgment was 
the moat conversational*
The subjective element introduced into the 
study at this point was imposed by the conditions 
of experimentation* It is possible to make phono­
graph records of speech when the observer is unaware 
that recording is in prooeas, but material so gathered 
lacks the uniformity necessary aa a basis for com­
parison* Thus for this study a choice had to be 
made between uniformity of material and a greater de- 
gree of objectivity. Since the former was decided 
upon, some basis for evaluating the speech of the ob­
servers was neoessary*
At present, no norma exist by whioh speech 
can be judged other than the purely subjective one 
of "how it sounds*" When objective analysis takes 
place, the purpose is not to determine any degree of
34
conformity, but to determine the characteristica of 
flpeeeh whioh ia said to "sound" one way or another. 
Through the prooeas of analysis, sufficient material 
may be accumulated to establish norms. However, 
even when that has been done, the norms will be based 
upon the original subjective judgments.1
1* Giles Wllkeson Gray, "Regional Predominance in 
Respiration" Louisiana Studies in Experimental 
Phonetics. 1936, touisiana '^tate^Jnlverslty PreBS.
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Apparatus
Phonograph reoords were made on the 71* 
dJlitone Recording Machine,2 In reproducing for 
photographing, the sounde were picked up hy a 
crystal pick-up, fed direotly into a Lafayette 30- 
watt amplifier,3 then into a General Electric neon 
flash-bulb, The flashes of light fell direotly on 
the disc of a Metfeosel-Tiffiu etrohophotographic 
oamera, making on the sensitized paper a record 
visible, when developed, of the Intonations recorded 
by the Fidelitone,
The graphs were traced from the photo­
graphs with a pantograph, specially designed in 
auoh a way that the ordinate represented the ver­
tical values of the photograph, with the abscissa
2, Manufactured by Sound Apparatus Company,
150 west 46th Street, New York,
3• Manufactured by Lafayette Radio Manufacturing
Company, New York*
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represented half its horizontal values**
4.. This adaptation of the pantograph waa designed 
and built by Br, G* W, Gray and Mr, Gordon 
Peterson*
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Treatment of Data
After the photographs were made, the text 
waa written in international phonetic Byrahole on 
the photograph helow the space on whioh eaoh "phona- 
tion," or tone-group, was piotured, "Phonatione'’ 
could he identified by the succession of voiceless 
consonants, which did not photograph, and hy careful 
timing and voice leaps. A "phonation" varied in 
length from one syllable to several words. Siuoe 
the dlso of the strobophotograph is bo designed 
that all ootavea are photographed in the same space, 
it was neoeasary to identify the ootavea. This was 
done hy comparing the pitch aB heard when the phono­
graph record was reproduced with a tuning fork 
vibrating at the frequency of middle C, 256 cycles 
per second.
Having determined the extent and pitoh of 
the phonations, graphs were made hy means of the 
pantograph oa five-squares-to-the-inoh graph paper*
3aoh square on the ordinate represented one semitone.
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and eaoh on the abscissa approximately one-tenth 
of a second. The time values between sentences 
were not preserved. Copies of the graphs are 
inoluded in the Appendix, Plates 1 to 170.
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1. flood morning. elrx
, . , . inflections
flood had Bin* level, ene rising and one
inverted oiroumflex inflection. Bet w o n  good and 
morning were six upward and two downward leaps, 
in four oases there was continuous phonation with 
unequal compound circumflex inflection in each.
Morning had five filling, two unequal circumflex,, 
and three unequal compound oiroumflex inflections. 
Between morning and sir were ten upward end two 
downward leaps; and in two oases the two words began 
at the same leTel. Sir had one lerel, six rising, 
three falling, one inverted circumflex and six un­
equal inverted circumflex inflections.
2 • iftmt *11 you have T
In two oases the three words of the
sentence were combined into one phonation, having
es
two unequal oompound oiroumflex and one unequal 
circumflex inflection. The words what'll you 
in continuous phonation shewod on* level, four falling, 
two unequal oiroumflex, and four unequal oompound 
oirouaflox inflections. What'll had on* riBing, 
one falling, and one unequal oiroumflex inflection.
You had two level inflections. Botween the two words, 
when they were separate phonations, were one upward
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and an* downward leap, In on« case na leap. Have 
was saparatad fram the ather two words by an upward 
leap in six oases, and was spoken with one rising 
inflection, seven falling infleotiens, and ana 
inverted oirouaflox inflaotian.
3. Ou p of oaffas.
In fourteen oases the four syllables were 
distinctly articulated. Of the three oases where 
cup of appeared in one phonation; there were ene 
level, ene falling, and one inverted circumflex 
inflection*.. There were ten level, and two rising 
infleotiens, and one falling inflection of oup. 
Between oup and o£ there were ten downward leaps 
and ene upward leap; in one case no leap. 0£ 
had level inflaotian (IS oaBes) exoept when in 
combination with oup (three oases), and was lewer 
in pitoh than oup in ten oases, higher in one 
case, and level with it in one oase. The phonation 
of oof began above of in five oases, below in four, 
and on the same level in two. The first syllable 
of oeffes had three level, one rising, and eight 
falling infleotiens, and ene unequal inverted cir­
cumflex inflection , The last syllable in oeffes
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bad seven level and fir* slightly rising infleotiens, 
and one slightly falling inflection. Between ths 
tvs syllables there was a leap upward in six oases, 
downward in four oases.
4. Hej there.
In ene case the two words ef this sentenee 
were combined into one falling phonation. Hey had 
ene level, four rising, three falling, ene oiroumflex, 
and five unequal oiroumflex infleotiens. There began 
at a lower pitch than the olose of hey in nine cases, 
and continued the falling inflection In these instanees. 
Besides these, hey had one level and ene unequal 
inverted oiroumflex inflection.
6. Where you been?
Where had ene level and three rising inflec­
tions, and one eoapeuud oiroumflex and one unequal 
oiroumflex inflection. Between where and yen were 
two upward and three downward phonationo. Ten as 
a single intonation had five level intonations 
and ene falling intonation. The two words, where 
you, as ene phonatien,had two rising, six falling, 
one oiroumflex, and two unequal oiroumflex inflec­
tions. Between you and been were eight upward
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and four downward leaps, and no loep in one ease 
where there wore separate phonations. Been shewed 
ene level, three rising, and seven falling infleee 
tiens, and one inverted oiroumflex and one unequal 
oiroumflex infleotion.
*• Helle. yourself1.
and
Hollo had one rising, four falling inflec­
tions, and one unequal oiroumflex Infleotion. your 
showed only level infleotiens. Between the two words 
wore six downward leaps. She two words in one phona­
tion had one rising, one falling, four oiroumflex, 
two oompound oiroumflex inflections, and one un­
equal oiroumflex phonation. Between roar and self 
there were eight upward leaps and one downward leap. 
Self had eight falling infleotiens and one unequal 
inverted oiroumflex infleotion.
7 • Hurry upI
The two words in eentlnuous phonation 
appeared enoe in eaoh of the following inflections: 
rising, oiroumflex, unequal oiroumflex. Hurry had 
two rising, five oiroumflex, and five unequal cir­
cumflex intonations. Between hurry and up were 
seven downward leaps. Up showed three falling and 
four level infleotiens.
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8. '» late, late, late,
■Me1 re had a great variety of inflections,
three level, one rising, one falling, two circumflex,
and
two unequal circumflex, one inverted circumflex,^ two
inflections
unequal inverted oiroumflex, and one unequal compound
circumflex inflection . Between we're and late
weie eleven upward leaps. In two cases the phonation
between the two was continuous, with one rising and
one unequal compound oiroumflex inflection. T^he
*
first late showed one level, six rising, three falling 
and three unequal oiroumflex inflections. Between 
the first and second repetitions of late were four­
teen upward leaps; in one case the seoond late began 
at the same level as the first. The seoond repeti­
tion of late had two level, ten risingjsnd two unequal 
oiroumflex infleotiena^and one compound circumflex, 
and one unequal inverted oiroumflex inflection.
Between the second and the third repetitions ef the 
word late were thirteen downward inflections, one 
continuous phonation, and no leap in one case where 
the phonation was diflded. The third repetition ef 
late had one level, one rising, eight failing, and 
three unequal oiroumflex inflections. The one phon- 
ation of late, late had a falling inflection.
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9* l!fi oomlng Just at to an as _I oan»
In this sentence there were, in ten oases, threw 
peaks ef pitch. The wsrds in which the first peak occurred 
were (four oases), and come (si* oases), The second 
peak was in scan (eight oases)and Just (two oases), the 
third peak was in oan (seven oases), soon (two oases), 
and 1, (one ease).
In this sentence, except for divisions where the 
four voioeless consonants oeour, the phanatiens were varied 
in length. I'm was separated from the rest of the sentence 
by the first of the voiceless consonants. It had five 
level and eight rising infleotions, and one falling 
inflection. Between I'm and oomlng were seven upward 
and three downward leaps. Coming had six falling, two 
unequal oiroumflex, and two unequal Inverted oiroumflex 
inflections. Coming Just in one phonation had one ef 
each ef the following inflections: unequal oiroumflex,
unequal inverted oiroumflex, and unequal compound oiroumflex. 
From coming or coming just through the sentence to the 
beginning ef the word can, the length of phonation and 
types ef inflection were extremely varied, as referenee 
to Table 9 will shew. The final word oan had three 
falling, five unequal inverted oiroumflex, and four 
unequal compound oiroumflex infleotions. Between the
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seoond I, of the sentence and oan wort IS upward leaps.
QgU soourred la tut continuous phonation, soon as X. can, 
whore it had an unequal compound oiroumflex inflootion.
10. ilB. Si SSIMM 31
In oaoh of fifteen oases this sentence had one
peak ef pitch, The word in which the highest peak eooured 
was I’m (twelve oases), tired, (two oases), and hard (one 
case). I’m had three level, four rising, two falling, 
three oiroumflex, and four unequal oiroumflex infleotions. 
Between I’m and tired were four upward and ten downward 
leaps, with continuous phonation in one case, From this 
point on, the length ef phon&tions and types of infleotions 
were varied, as is shown in the graphs and in Tatle 10.
11. ij.1 like to leaf, and loaf, and loaf.
I'd had one level, one rising, ene falling, and
one unequal oiroumflex inflection. Between I'd and like 
were two upward and three downward leaps* The two words 
combined into one phonation had two level, four rising, 
and two falling infleotions, and one cirourrflex inflection. 
Betweon llko and two wero eno upward and th$>^ 9 downward 
loaps. in one oase I'd like to as one phonation had a 
levol inflection. Betweon to and loaf wore six upward loaps 
and one downward leap, and no leap in one oase where there 
W9r* BVparate phonations. The two words in continuous 
phonation had four rising infleotions and one unequal 
oiroumflex infleotlen. Between the first loaf and the
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first «ad wars thirteen downward leaps; in sns oase where 
there were separate phonatiens, ne leap. The first and 
and the seoond loaf as one phonation had six rising 
and eleven unequal inverted oiroumflex inflections, and 
one unequal compound oiroumflex inflection* Between 
the seond leaf and the seoond and were five upward and 
ten downward loaps* The seoond and and the third loaf 
as one phonation had eleven falling infleotions* As -\ 
a separate phonation the seoond and had three falling 
infleotions. Between the seoond and and the third leaf 
were one upward and one downward leap, following these 
leaps, the third repetition of loaf had two falling 
infleotions.
IE. Aw, you1ft soon get tired of that, too.
In this sentence the length of phonations and 
types of infleotions wero varied, as roferenee to the 
graphs and Table IE shows. An examination of the graphs 
shews that the sentence as a whole tended In five oases 
toward an unequal oiroumflex, in two oases, toward an 
unequal inverted oiroumflex, in one oase toward a falling, 
in one ease toward a rising and in two oases toward a 
levol intonation.
18» !&• I  wouldn't*
Betwoon the first two words there was oontlnuous 
phonation in nine oases, with five rising, one inverted
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oiroumflex, and thro* unequal oiroumflex inflections. 
Between _I and wouldn’t wore five continuous phonatiens 
and eight upward leaps. Wouldn’t as one phonation. shewed 
three falling inflections, and one compound oiroumflex 
inflection. The first syllable of would as one phonation 
had one level, one rising, and two falling infleotionf, 
and one unequal compound oiroumflex inflection. Between 
the first and last syllables ef wouldn’t, as two phonatiens 
(seven eases), were downward leaps. The last syllable 
had three level, one rising, and two falling infleotions, 
and one Inverted circumflex,inflection.
14, Where y'ali going?
In one case'the whole sentence was combined 
into a falling intonation, in three oases into unequal 
inverted oiroumflex infleotions. The first three 
words as one phonation had, falling (four oases), 
inverted oiroumflex (two eases), unequal oiroumflex 
(three cases), and unequal inverted oiroumflex (two 
cases) inflections. In only one oase ere the words 
where &nd you separated into two phonations; where had 
a rising intonation, you, a falling, with a leap 
downward between where and you. In the thirteen oases 
in whioh going was a separate phenatiottjthere were 
eleven upward leaps and one oase in whioh gsln-:- began 
on the same level with you.
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16. To the ehow,
The word* to the in on* phonation showed four 
level, throe rising, and four falling infleotions. In 
fire oases they were separated, having level infleotions 
in all instances. Where the photographs were complete, 
there were two leaps upward and two downward. Show 
had rising (six eases), falling (three oases), inverted 
oiroumflex (one oase), and unequal Inverted oiroumflex 
(four oases) infleotions. Between the and show there 
were six leaps upward, one .downward, no leap in six 
oases, « Q where there was continuous phonation.
J*hn says there*s £ good one at the Paramount.
In eight oases there were three peaks of 
pitch in this sentenoe. The words in whioh the peats 
ooour were John, good. and Paramount. John and 
Paramount were separated from the rest of the sentenoe 
by voiceless oensonants. iixoept for these two phonations, 
the length of phonations and types of lnjleotion were 
extremely varied, a8 shown in the graphs and Table 
16. The word John had nine rising, one falling, one
oiroumflex, and two unequal oiroumflex inflections.
and
Paramount as one phonation had five falling, two
inflections
unequal inverted oiroumflex, and one unequal compound
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circumflex inflections. *he first two syllables 
of Paramount as one phonation haA three falling, three 
rising, and two unequal oiroumflex inflections; the 
final syllable^ef whioh only half was photographed, 
showed two falling and two inverted oiroumflex inflec­
tions.
Ytu want to go with usT
i... in fifteen oases th« sentenoe had a generally 
rising infleotion, in one ease an unequal oompound 
oiroumflex infleotion. heferenoe to the graphs and 
to fable 17 shows great variety in the length of 
phonation and the type of inflection.
J2&» A  wlah I_ oould. but 1* ve got to go home early.
a*
Oh had two level, five rising, and two 
falling intonations. Between you and 1. were one upward 
and eight downward leaps, and ne leap in one case where 
there were separate intonations. I had one rising, 
two falling, one inverted oiroumflex, and three level 
infleotions. J, as one continuous phonation had 
one falling and one unequal oiroumflex infleotion.
Between J. and wish were six upward and two downward leaps, 
with no leap in two oas^e where there were separate 
phonatiens. ftish had three level, three rising, and 
two falling infleotions. Between wish and JL, were six 
upward and two downward loaps, and as leap in two oases
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where there were separate phonations. The three words 
Oh. X. wish as one phonation had one rising, one level, 
two unequal circumflex, and two unequal inverted oircum- 
flex infleotions, and one unequal compound oiroumflex 
infleotions Between wish and i. were one upward and 
twelve downward leaps, and no leap in three oases 
where there were separate phonations, xhe final £ 
had six level, two rising, and seven falling infleotions. 
nish I as one phonation had one falling inflection* 
Between 1, and opuld were eleven upward and two downward 
leaps, and no leap in two oases where there were separate 
phonations. Could had three level, twelve falling, and 
two unequal inverted oiroumflex infleotions. Beferenoe 
to the graphs and to Table 18 shows great variation in 
the length of phonation and the types of inflection 
in the seoond clause ef the sentenoe.
19* I believe l»ll go.
and inflections
I had two level, five rising, and ene
unequal oiroumflex infleotion. Between I and believe 
were five upward and three downward leaps. Believe had 
three level, three rising, one falling, and twe unequal 
oiroumflex infleotions. The two words as one phonatien 
had ene oiroumflex and three unequal oiroumflex inflec­
tions, and one unequal compound oiroumflex inflection. 
Between believe and I'll are three upward and ten down-
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ward leaps. I'll had three level, five rioig* five 
falling, and three unequal olrcumflex inflections.
JL fctXlav 1*11 as one phonation had a  rising intonation. 
Between i'll end sere fourteen downward le&ps. tfj 
had three level, four rising, four falling, one unequal 
circumflex, and firs unequal inverted oiroumflex 
Inflections.
ho. m u . o.Qg# on then.
»oll had seven level, six rlsiug, and two 
unequal inverted circumflex infleotions, between 
well and coi~e were twelve upward end throe downward 
leaps. Cocos had one level and one rising infleotion. 
Between opus and oja was ont> upward infleotion. Between 
eoao-and on was one upward inflection. had one 
level infleotio « Coma on as a single phonation had 
two rising and nine unequal oiroumflex infleotions. 
Between jg£ and then were ten downward leaps, fhea 
had two level, two rising, three falling, and three 
inverted circumflex infleotions, and one unequal 
oiroumflex Infleotion. Cops op then as a single 
phonati-m had one foiling, one unequal circumflex, and 
two unequal compound oiroumflex infleotions.
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B** l£ roft dot
Bps as a single phonation ahoaed three level 
infleotions with two leapt upward and one downward
to ggt The tws werde bow and 40 together in phonation
. , . . and - ,,, inflections , , .
had ona rising, two falling and ons onequal inverted
circumflex intonation. Between Jg and you wora four 
downward loaps. In two oasas dg and rou formed ono 
phonation with ona rising and ona oirounflsx intonation.
The thraa words, how do you, as a single phonation, hed 
six falling &nd two unequal oirounflex infleotions. 
fog as a single phonation has two level and two 
falling Inflections. Batwaen you and dj> wars eight 
upward and four downward leaps. *he words Jg you gg 
wax a in a single phonation in one oase, where the 
infleotion is falling. She seoond gg in the aontonoo 
had ona level, two rising, throe falling, ono oirousflex, 
and two unequal oirousflex infleotions. The oospleto 
sentenoe forned one phonation in one oase, having 
an unequal oonpound oiroumflex infleotion.
U. Ho. t£. iis?
Bow shoved one rloing and four falling 
infleotions. Betweon how and are wore one upward 
and three downward infleotions. i£g showed two level inflections 
and one falling Infleotion, and ono unequal oiroumflex
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Inflection. The two words together hod one level, 
one rising and four falling inflections, and ono 
circumflex, ono unequal oonpound airouaflex, and 
on* unequal inverted circumflex inflection. Between 
are and you wore tea upward loop* and ao loop in ono 
ofta* where there wore aeporot* phocuuioaa. Toy showed 
one level, two rising, and six falling inflections, 
and ono olreuaflox and one unequal compound circumflex
inflection*. The whole aontonoe as one phonation
r
ooourcd onoo with one rising and one unequal compound 
oiroumflex infleotion.
£8* H a d  12a lil &2M?
tion’t had ono level, one falling, and 
eight rising inflections, and one oiroumflex, and one 
inverted ^irouaflex infleotion. Between won*t and roa 
were ton upward loaps, and no leap in two Canes where 
there were separate phonations. Ton had nine level and 
three rising inrleotione. The two words contained into 
one phonation in three oases eaoh showed a rising 
infleotions. Between you and sit wore eleven leaps 
upward and four leaps downward, sit had three level 
and two felling infleotions. Between sit nd down 
wees four leaps downward, and no leap in one ease where
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thara w r «  saparata phonations. Boon hud tbra* rising 
lnflaotloa and oca larartsd eironnflax, oca onaqoal 
iorsrtad olreoaflax, and oca unequal olromaflax Inflao- 
tiona. Sit; down aa ona donation shooad aaran rising
and two unequal lararted oircuaflax inflaotloca , and
\
ana unequal compound olreoaflax inflection... la oao 
oaaa the ohol* aaatanoa waa a phonation showing a rialng 
Inflaotlon.
54. ioulMli m  u a u t  inflections,
aouldn't had too IotoI and four rising,Aon*
falling inflaotlon. and ona unequal oirouaflax inflaotlon.
Batooan ooalta't and ram wora olx mpward roio* laapo aad
ona dooaoard roio* loap. *ha too wards ao ona phonation
had four rising laflaotloas aad oao foiling inflaotlon.
Between roa and Ilka oora too npoard aad soren dooaoard
laapo and no laap In foar oaaos ohora thara oora sap*rata
phonations. la fir* oasao thara oae continuous donation
between rau and Ilka, with oa* rising and thrss falling
Inflaotlens, and ona larartod oirouaflax lnflaotloa. Ills
ao a separata phonation had ono lorol and too rising in*
flaotloas, aad oao falling lnflaotloa. Batooan llhi sad
i
■oat oars ssroa dooaoard loaps aad no laap la four oasas 
ohara thara oars saparats phonations. dona had tight 
larsl, ona rising, and thrss falling inflaotlons. hike
and
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some as s continuous photustion had four level inflections 
and ona rising inflection. Between some and i of fas were 
twelve upward leaps and one downward leap, with no leap 
in three oases where there were separate vboations. 
Coffee had one level and one rising infleo ion. The 
first syllable of ooffee had four rising, two f lling, 
one inverted oiroumflex, and three uueausl inverted
iroumflex infleotions, Between the firnt&nd second
syllables of oof fee au single pL Of.-a tionc were 
thirteen u ward le&pa, and no leap in one esse where 
there were separate pbon tlone, The final syllable 
of ooffee had five level and eight rising infleotions.
Yes had three level, two rising, three falling,
three oircuaflex, one inverted oiroumflex, and two 
unequal circumflex infleotions. Between yes and than* 
were four upward and oeven downward leaps, and no leap 
in one case where there were separate phonations.
Think had one level, three rising, and nine falling 
Inflections, In two oases the words thank you were 
in one phonrtlon, with one rising and one falling 
inflection. Between thank and you were eight upward 
and three downward leaps, feu had three level, five 
rising, and five falling infleotions.
£o. Yes, thank you.
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26. Oh Uzl
Oh had six level, ona rising, six falling, 
and two oirctuoflax infleotions. Boy showed two rising, 
two falling, three unequal oiroumflex, one unequal 
inverted oiroumflex, and seven unequal compound oiroum­
flex inflections. In all oases where the photographs 
were complete, except one, where there was continuous 
phonation, there was a leap upward Between the twe 
words*
27. Yes, sir.
Yes had two level, seven rising, two falling, 
and three unequal oiroumflex inflections. Sir showed 
four rising, two falling, and four unequal inverted 
oiroumflex inflections. Between the two words were 
five upward and three downward leaps, and no leap in 
one case. ?he two words as one phonation had an 
unequal compound oiroumflex infleotion.
Hells, there.
Between the two words of the sentenoe there 
were ten downward leaps and twe continuous phonatiens. 
The latter showed one inverted oiroumflex and one un­
equal oiroumflex infleotion. Belle. phonated alene, 
had ene rising, tfc#M falling, and nine unequal oir­
oumflex infleotions] there eight falling and two oir- 
cumflox infleotions.
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29. How1re you?
How*r e  as a single phonation had one rising 
and five falling infleotions, and one oiroumflex, and 
one unequal oiroumflex inflection. .Between how*re and 
you were three upward and four downward leaps. Tou hed 
four falling and two unequal oiroumflex infleotions. 
The sentenoe in one phonation oocur»ML five times, 
with one falling, one unequal oiroumflex, ene compound 
oiroumflex, and two unequal compound circumflex infleo­
tions.
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30* tine I
Just had twelve level infleotion^ one rising and 
three falling inflections, and one unequal oiroumflex 
and one unequal inverted oiroumflex inflection. Between 
the two words in three cases there was no leap, in six 
cases upward leaps.and in seven, downward leaps* Fine 
had nine rising, three falling, one unequal inverted 
oiroumflex, and two unequal oiroumflex inflection/ , and 
one unequal compound circumflex infleotions,
31, And you?
And ahowed two rising infleotions, and one unequal 
circumflex and one unequal inverted oiroumflex infleotion* 
Between and and you were five upward leaps and one downward 
leap. You ahowed three rising and two falling infleotions. 
The two words together had one falling, one circumflex, 
and six unequal circumflex inflections,
32, I'm all right, thank you,
I’M had five rising infleotions. Between I'm and 
all were two downward leaps. All had one level' and one 
rising intonation. The two words I'm and all as a single
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phonation had one rising inflection. Between all and right 
were two upw-rd leaps and one downward leap. In four oases
the two words combined into a single phonation with three
inflections
falling and one unequal oiroumflex inflections- Bight 
had one falling and one inverted oiroumflex infleotion.
The three words, I'm all right. ae one intonation, had 
three falling and two unequal oiroumflex infleotions.
33. Look, has Alice been in here?
This combinations of words into phonations were 
extremely varied, due to the f ;ct that there were only two 
stops for voiceless consonant s. Look had one level, one 
rising and nine falling infleotions. Between look and has, 
where the first voloeless consonant oocuifed, were two upward 
and nine downward leaps. The word has showed five level, 
two rising, and six falling infleotions. Between has and 
Alloe were eleven upward leaps. Alice ahowed one falling, 
seven rising, one circumflex, and three unequal oiroumflex 
Inflections. Has Alice, as a continuous phonation, showed 
one rising and three unequal oiroumflex infleotions. 
from the close of lice, whioh ended in the second voiceless
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consonant found in the sentenoe, the intonation patterns 
and length of phonation were extremely varied. In four 
cases there was a tendency toward level inf lection*, in 
four oases there was a tendency toward rising inflection, 
in seven a tendency toward falling infleotion and in six 
a tendency toward a compound circumflex infleotion,
34. I don't think,
i  &QQ1* aa one continuous phonation showed three 
rising, four falling, and three unequal oiroumflex 
infleotions, ^  as one phonation had two level and two 
rising inflections; don't had one level, one rising, and 
two falling infleotions, and one unequal circumflex 
iuflectiox* I, and don't as one phon tion were snoken 
at the same pitch level in nine oases; there were six 
up/ard Leaps aad one downward leap between the two words, 
-.etween don't and think were nine upward and four downward 
leaps, Tjttlnk showed one level, six falling, two circumflex, 
aud three unequal circumflex,infleotions, and one compound 
circumflex inflection.
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i havca1t seen her since I, been here.
The length of phonations and the types of infleotions 
in this sentenoe were extremely varied, as shown hy 
referenoe to the graphs and Table 35,
36, You know, this la better ooffee than i thought it *d be.
You had two legal and two rising infleotions*
Between you and know were three upward leaps, Know had 
one level and two falling inflections* The two words as 
one phonation had four rising, one falling, one oiroumflex, 
and two unequal oiroumflex inflections. From this point 
on through the sentenoe there was great variation in the 
length of phonation and the types of Infleotions, as the 
graphs and Table 36 show*
37* It, is for a faot.
It had seven level infleotions and one inverted 
circumflex*inflection* Between it and is were six upward
leaps* Is has two level, one rising and two falling.
and
infleotions, one oiroumflex, and one unequal oiroumflex 
infleotion. In two oases the two words are combined into 
one phonation^one oiroumflex and one rising inflection.
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Between la and for were seven downward leaps. The one 
word for had one felling Inflection. For a, «a a separate 
phonation, ahowed one level, two rising and two Inverted 
oiroumflex Intonations. Between a and f^ -ot were eight 
upward leaps and one downward leap. The word faot showed 
two rising and nine falling Intonations, and one unequal 
oiroumflex intonation.
38. Have a blsouit.
In six oases have and a were combined into 
oontinuous phonation, with one level, one falling and four 
unequal circumflex inflections. When they were separated, 
have had four level, one rising, four falling, one 
oiroumflex, and two unequal oiroumflex intonations, and a 
had seven level and five falling intonations. Between 
have and a in separate phonation were ten downward and two 
Upward leaps. Between a and biscuit were fourteen 
upward and three downward leaps. The two syllables of 
blaoult were always separated, the first one showing 
eight level, one rising, and eight falling infleotions.
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Between the two syllables were three upward and eleven 
downward leaps* final syllable was level in the fifteen
oases photographed, i.l-j e
39, Take two and butter 'em while they’re hot.
Kxoept for the first and last words of this sentence, 
the length of phonations and the types of infleotion la this 
sentenoe were extremely varied, as reference to the graphs 
and Table 37 shows. The graphs show in ten cases a tendenoy 
toward a falling intonation for the sentenoe as a whole.
40* Tommy*
For this word there were eight rising Inflections, 
two falling, two unequal oiroumflex, one unequal inverted 
circumflex, and two unequal compound oiroumflex infleotions. 
41. 3£»?
This word had nine rising, two falling, one inverted 
oiroumflex, two unequal Inverted oiroumflex,infleotions, 
and one unequal oiroumflex intonation.
s /
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42, Pome here.
The two words of this sentence together formed 
one continuous phonation in two oases, both of which had
unequal oiroumflex infleotions. The word oomc ahowed
and inflections
two level, one rising, fire falling, one unequal oiroumfllxr
and one inverted oiroumflex* Inflection. Between the two
words when they were separate phonations were two upward
and fire downward leapa. Here ae a separate phonation
had two level and five falling infleotions.
43. iou're noisy. nolsyJ
You're as one phonation had one level, five rising, 
and two oiroumflex infleotions, and one unequal inserted 
oiroumflex, one compound oiroumflex,and one unequal compound 
oiroumflex. Between you're and nolay were one downward, 
eight upward leaps, and no leap in one oaae where there 
were separate phonations. The first noisy had one 
rising, one falling, two oiroumflex, and four unequal
oiroumflex infleotions. Between noisy and noisy were
leaps
eight upward and one downward leapt. The two were combined 
into one phonation in eight oases, four unequal circumflex,
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one rising, one falling, and two circumflex infleotions*
The second nOiay as one phonation had eleven falling
circumflex
and two infleotions* Noisy was divided into two 
syllables in two instgnoes. In both cases the first 
syllable had rising and the last syllable level Infleotion* 
44* 4own and be quiet*
She word ait had six level intonations* Between 
ait and down were one upward leap, four downward leaps, 
and an absence of a leap. Down as a single phonation had 
ons level and one unequal oiroumflex infleotion*
Between down and and were one upward leap and six downward 
leaps* The two words combined had five falling intonations* 
Between and and be were five downward leaps* Be as 
a single phonation had five level and three falling 
inflections* The first four words, sit down and be. 
as one phonation, had three falling reflections, and one 
unequal compound oiroumflex, one unequal a-iroumflex, and 
one unequal inverted oiroumflex inflection* Between be
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and quiet were seven upward and three downward leaps, 
uiet had eleven falling and two compound circumflex 
Inflections,
*5* How*a you-alls dinner?
The first three words in continuous phonation show 
two falling and two unequal oiroumflex inflections.
How1s as a single phonation showed four level, three 
risinc, five falling and two unequal oiroumflex inflections. 
You-all1s had three falling and eleven unequal 
oiroumflex infleotions. Dinner had one rising and ten 
falling infleotions. Between how1 a and you-all*a were 
two upward and ten downward leans, between Bou-all's 
and dinnerj twelve upward and four downward,
46. 11*8 very good.
It*a had five rising and nine level infleotions. 
Between it1a and very were seven upward and three downward 
leaps. In some oases the two syllables of very were 
divided into separate phonations, the first syllable 
having two level inflections; it's and the first syllable 
of very combined into one phonation in one oase, showed
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rising Infleotion# Where the two syllables were 
separated there were eleven upward leaps and on© downward 
leap* The final syllable showed one rising, one falling 
and one oiroumflex Infleotion. The word very as one 
phonation ahowed four rising, three falling and two 
oiroumflex infleotions. Between ver^ and good were six 
upward and four downward leaps* Good as a separate 
phonation had one level, three rising and five falling, 
lufleotious, and one unequal oiroumflex inflection. In 
the two oases where the first syllable of the 
diphthongized good was separate phonation, there was a 
rising and a falling infleotion; in the final syllables 
the infleotions were level and rising*
47* Can £  bring you something elae?
The combinations of words into phonations were 
extremely varied* In thirteen oases the graphs show a 
general rising trend for the whole sentenoe; in three 
a level tendenoy; in two a falling intonation*
49. Cpiqs £0 fe-QBf with me.
The types of infleotion and length of phonations 
in this sentence are varied, as table 49 shows* heferenoe 
to the graphs, however, shows in fourteen oases a general 
tendenoy toward a falling inflection*
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fi& * X  san f - t .
Nq showed seven rising inflections and one 
falling and one compound circumflex inflection. X 
six level, one rising, and one falling inflection. The 
two words in continuous phonetion had two rising, one 
falling, one inverted circumflex, and three unequal 
circumflex inflections, and one unequal compound 
circumflex inflection. Where there was not continuous 
phonetion, there were nine downward leaps between aa and 
X* Between X  ***4 canft were seven upward leaps snd one 
downward leaps; in one case, no leap. In the ten oases 
which were photographed, C6n>t showed only a falling 
inflection.
51. Why can11 you?
SUC had two levels, five rising, three falling, 
and two circumfles, and two unequal clrcumfles inflections, and 
one compound circumflex, and one unequal inverted circumflex, 
inflection. Between and were eleven upward
leaps and three downward leaps. C*n»^ had one rising, 
eight failing, and two unequal circumflex inflections, 
one unequal inverted circumflex inflection. Between carft 
and you were one upward ana ten downward leaps, and you 
showed nine level inflections, two rising, and three falling.
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B^* ***• iSl study.
I1ft had three level, four slightly rising, 
and five slightly falling inflections; got six level, 
three slightly rising and two slightly falling 
inflectIona, Between the two words were five upward 
and six downward leaps, and in one oase, no leaps,
The two worda were in continuous phonatlon in two oases, 
with one rising and one falling intonation. Between 
got and were three upward and eight downward leaps,
To had eleven level intouationa and one falling 
intonation. Pot and t& combined aa one phonatlon had 
level inflection. I*we got t«j in one phon tlon showed 
an unequal circumflex Inflection, Between tj> and study 
were nine upward leaps. The first syllable of study 
showed four level, and two falling inflections; the 
final syllable, four level inflectloue. Between the two 
syllablesotfere four downward leapa and one falling 
Inflection, study, as one phonatlon, had five falling 
luflections,
BS, well, X*ll £jt jjou later, then,
Zn twelve oases, one peak of pitch was evident in 
thie sentence. In three oases the highest pitch was
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see. In
*n 3&l££$ in two oa®®® higheat pitch waa in^five 
cases, the pltoh waa equally high In aee and the first 
syllable of later: in one case, equally high in I'll 
and 8&*l and iqbne caae, equally high in the oloae of 
well and the first syllable of l^ter* Reference to the 
graphs and Table 63 shows little uniformity in the 
length of phonatlon and the type of inflection*
64* Good-bye.
Good had seven level and four rising intonations* 
bye, three falling, one oiroumflex, one oompound 
oirouaflex, three unequal circumflex, and two unequal 
inverted circumflex intonations* Between good and bye 
were nine upward^andS one downward leap* add ln^four, 
oases, no leaps* The two words la one continuous phonatlon 
had one oircumflex, two inverted circumflex and two unequal 
inverted circumflex intonations*
55. £ ashed her to come with M *  M i  Sfe® wouldn't*
Zn the first clause of this sentence, two peaks 
of piteh were found* in twelve oases on the word asked.
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and, in three, on the word *or the first peak* fox 
the second pe«k, aoae had the high pitch in eight eases, 
with in three oases, and us In one* The unstressed 
words showed » great variety in type of Inflection and 
length of phouation* In the final clause hut was spoken 
with thirteen level, and two falling inflections. Between 
hut and she were eleven upward leaps and one dowuward 
leap, and in three oases, uo leaps, a^e showed nine 
level, four rising, and three failing inflections. Between 
she and wouldn’t were ten upward and two downward leaps* 
would as a separate phonatlon showed three level, one 
rising, and two falling inflections, and one unequal 
circumflex inflection* Between the two syllables of 
wouldn*t in these eases wsre six downward leaps* The 
final s, liable of wouldn*t had five level inflections 
aud one t- lllng inflection* Would a* t as one phonatlon 
showed five f'«llliK inflections and one unequal inverted 
oiroumflex inflection* The two words she and wouldn’t 
were combined into a phonatlon in one case, showing a 
falling inflection*
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56. Do 2SS&. thiiUc she's aadT
Do had fire level and two rising inflections.
Between do and you were seven upward leaps* You had 
three level and two rising inflections and one oiroumflex 
Inflection. Do you as one phonatlon had five level and 
three rising inflections, one oiroumflex and one Inverted 
inflection. Between you and think were eleven upward 
and four downward leaps. Thin* had eight level, five 
rising, and three falling inflections. Between think 
attd she’s were four upward and twelve dowuward leaps. She's 
had five level and seven falling inflections. Between 
she1s and mad were five upward and six downward leaps, 
and no leap in five oases where there were separate 
phonations. Mad had six rising, two unequal oiroumflex, 
two unequal inverted oiroumflex, and two unequal compound 
oiroumflex infleotlons. She's mad as as one phonatlon 
had three rising inflections and one oiroumflex inflection. 
The complete sdntenoe as a single phonatlon had one level 
infleotion.
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5’*
X had two level and four rising inflectIona.
Between I and reokon were four upward leaps, and in one 
case, no leap, ^combined with the first syllable of 
reckon, as one phonatlon, had six rising inflections 
and one unequal oiroumflex inflection. The first 
syllable of reckon as a single phonatlon had two level 
and two rising inflections* Between the two syllables 
of reckon were four upward and five downward leaps.
The final syllable in reckon, as a single phonatlon, 
had six level and six falling inflections. The words 
I reokon in one phonatlon had one rising, one oiroumflex 
and one unequal oiroumflex intonation. So had eleven 
falling and three circumflex intonations* Between 
reokon and s& were eight upward and four downward leaps* 
58, Tommy, drink your milk*
Tommy had nine rising, three falling, and two t 
unequal oiroumflex infleotlons, and one inverted oircsmaf 
oiroumflex inflection* Between Tommy and drink were 
four upward and eleven downward leaps. Drink had thirteen 
rising and four falling,infleotlons, and one unequal
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inverted oiroumflex Inflexion* Between drlnfc aud your 
were otio upward and thirteen downward le**p*, and la two 
oiBe% no leap* Your had nine level sad four falling 
lutonatloae * Betwrou you? and mllfc were two upward 
and seven downward loops, and la three oases, uo l*ar>.
Mil* had tea falling inflections, one unequal oiroumflex, 
sad one unequal compound olreusrflsx Inflection* Tour 
and all*. combined Into one phonatlon, had one oiroumflex, 
cue eotspodnd oiroumflex intonation,
5»« Sts* sat
This word bad one level,Inflection, fourteen 
rising, one unseal oiroumflex, one une ual inverted 
oiroumflex, and one unequal ootapouufi oiroumflex Infleotlon,
76r:
60. J. said drink your milk.
£ had six level and seven rising inflections. 
Between £ and aald wax a five upward and two uownwaro
leaps, and in five oases, no leap. Said had five level,
one rising, and seven falling Infleotlons, and one 
oompouad oiroumflex infleetian. Between said and 
drink ware seven upward and three downward leaps, and
no leap in three oases where there were separate phena­
tions. Brink had two level and ten rising infleotlons, 
and ene falling and one unequal inflection. Between 
drink and your were eight downward leaps, and in five 
oases, no leap. You had seven level infleotlons, and 
one rising, one falling, one inverted oiroumflex, and 
one unequal oiroumflex infleotion. Between yeur and 
milk were eight upward leaps and one downward leap.
Milk had five falling, one oiroumflex, and two unequal 
oiroumflex infleotlons. Yourmilk as one phonatlon had 
two unequal oiroumflex and two unequal compound 
oiroumflex infleotiens,
61• H*>r?
The word in this sentence had thirteen 
rising inflections, one unequal oiroumflex and three 
unequal Inverted oiroumflex infleotlons.
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*2• ma'am.
Yes had eleven rising, one falling, and
two inverted oiroumflex inflections, and one unequal\ \
oiroumflex inflection. Ma'am had two rising, four 
falling, one inverted oiroumflex, aadunine unequal
two upward and seven downward leaps. In five eases
the end of yes was at the same level as the beginning
. i,
of ma'am.
68* How you-all doin'?
one unequal oiroumflex inflection. Between how and 
you-all was one downward leap. In only one case was <
flex infleotion. In that case there wat a downward
\
leap between you and all. There was only one case 
of all as a single phonatlon, when the inflection was 
falling. ®he three words, how you-all, as one phonatlon, 
showed nine falling, and three unequal oiroumflex 
infleotlons, and one unequal compound circumflex, 
and one compound oiroumflex infleotion. Between all
anfl doing were eleven upward and four downward leaps.
oiroumflex intonations. Between the two words were
Hew as one phonatlon showed one falling and
you a single phonatlon, when it had an unequal eircum-
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Doing showed two rising and sloyon falling infleotlons, 
and one unequal circumflex Infleotion.
64. All right.
and inflections, and
All had one level, four rising, one falling
and one unequal inverted circumflex infleotion. Between 
ell and right were three upward and two downward leaps. 
Bight had oae level, and four rising inflections, and 
one falling, and one unequal oiroumflex inflection^.
The two words in one phonation showed three rising 
infleotlons, cud one inverted oiroumflex, one com­
pound oiroumflex, and one unequal inverted oiroumflex.
66. Hew you-all hoon?
How had three level, four rising, four fhlling 
and twe unequal oiroumflex infleotlons, and one unequal 
Inverted oiroumflex inflection. Between how and you 
were eight upward leaps and one downward leap. leu 
in one oase was uttered as a single phenattion, showing 
a level Infleotion. You was combined with all as r'all 
in twelve oases* five of whloh had falling infleotlons, 
threejunequal circumflex inflections. How you-all as 
one phonation had one falling, one oiroumflex, one unequal 
oiroumflex, and one unequal oompound oiroumflex infleotion. 
Between all and been were three upward and six downward
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leaps. B>in showed twelve falling and on* unequal inverted 
oiroumflex infleotiona.
66. Eighty, ninety, one dollar, two, three, four, five, 
Blghty had twelve rising infleotlons,and one 
falling and one oompound oiroumflex infleotion. in one 
case the two syllables wer<- divided, with an upward 
leap between them. Jfiaoh syllable had a rising 
infleotion. Between eighty and ninety were one upward 
and fourteen downward leaps! Hlnety had nine rising, \ 
infleotlons, and one falling and one unequal inverted 
oiroumflex inflection. In one oase the two syllables 
of ninety were divided into separate phonations with an 
upward leap between them. Ihe first syllable of ninety 
had one oiroumflex and one unequal Inverted oiroumflex 
infleotion, and the final syllable, two rising inflec­
tions. Between ninety and one were six upward and ten 
downward leaps, with no leap in one oase where there 
were saparats phonations. One had four level inflections, 
one rising, *se falling, one oompound oiroumflex, and 
one unequal oiroumflex infleotion. Between one and 
dollar were two upward and five downward leaps, ^ollar 
had two rising and four falling infleotlons. In one 
case the two syllables were separatedy the first 
syllable having an unequal oiroumflex, : nd the
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second syllable not being photographed. One dollar 
as one phonation had one rising, two falling, one circum­
flex, three oompound oiroumflex, twe unequal oiroumflex, 
and three unequal compound oiroumflex intonations.
•Eighty, ninety, one dollar as one phonation had one 
compound oiroumflex inflection. Between dollar and two 
were eight upward and six downward leaps, with no leap 
in two eases where there were separate phonations. 'Two 
had two level, eight rising and fire falling inflections, 
one inverted oiroumflex, and one unequal inverted cir­
cumflex inflection. Between two and three were one 
upward leap and sixteen downward leaps. Three had 
three level, seven rising, four falling, two inverted 
oiroumflex infleotlons, one compound oiroumflex, and one 
unequal inverted oiroumflex infleotion. Between three 
and four were two upward and fourteen downward leaps, 
with no leap in one oaae where there were separate 
phonations. *our had one level, six rising, three falling, 
three inverted oiroumflex, two compound circumflex, and 
three unequal inverted oiroumflex inflections. Between 
four and five were five upward and nine downward leapB.
67. Thank you.
Thank had one level, eight rising, four falling, 
one oiroumflex, and two unequal circumflex infleotlons.
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Between than* and yon war# one upward and eleven down­
ward leaps. You showed eight level, three falling 
and four unequal inverted oiroumflex Intonations. The 
two werda together in one phonation showed one falling 
infleotion.
68. Come again.
Coma as a single phonation had two falling and 
two unequal oiroumflex intonations. Between ooae and 
again were six upward and six downward leaps, and in one 
oase, no leap. Come-,oomblned with the first syllable 
of again, Come-a. as one phonation, had one level, 
eight rising, and two oiroumflex ir;ilections, and one 
inverted oiroumflex, and one unequal Inverted oiroumflex. 
infleotion. Between oomo-a and the final syllable of 
again; gain, there were two mpwarA leaps.
Coriolua Ion
The temptation is atroug to undertake to generalize 
ou the data of this s udy, The lay reader would probably 
prefer that auofa generalization should be taade, ut the 
origlual purpose of the Btudy was to contribute to the 
body of knowledge about southern intonation, not to 
dogmatize concerning the allegedly typical* The number 
of subjects vrhose epeeoh Is hereiu recorded la entirely 
too few for the bnsiug of fin-1 conclusions. »heu ;ome 
hundreds of similar deductions hare been mde,it will 
be time enough for deductions.
This study, then, merely Intends to say to the raider 
that the Intonation.- here recorded are Indisputably found 
iu the conversation of persons using southern speech.
These persons do not all spank alike?for many obvious 
reasons* Perhaps they ivould spa n, more nearly like If the 
precise situation, intellectual and emotional, could have
been created for e.-oh as he read into the miorochoue.
iJfi~
gain, perhaps they would not Spoken alike; our scientific 
evidence is that they did . penk -c here recorded. Pending
further study on this subject, a reader will find It 
possible to examine these recordings, unit by unit(and to 
select from them valid intonation pa*tern* usuable with 
similar couv rsation 1 units in drama and interpretation, 
or to compare in similar units with the speech of other 
areasr •■hero a majority of the subjects of this study 
have spoken similarly, the reader may perhaps wish to 
consider himself Ju tifled in regarding these intonations 
as "yploal* e may at least any that he may regard them 
as authentic* But the minority intonations are in their 
egree authentic also*
ittoution is called to the fact that there are large 
masses of information inherent in 'heee data which it has 
not been the purpose of this study to discuss*: e.g., 
the complete analysis of the pitoh factors, as to range, 
etc,4 the complete consideration of the time factor, both 
in respect to tempo and duration; the apparently 
prevalent phenomenon of leaps in pitch following voiceless 
plosives; etc,, etc* (Other researoh workers may see fit 
to use the material herein for further study*)
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APPENDIX
Tablo 1* Classification of typos of inf loo tlons and 
looatlon of t o  loo loops 1b  good 3&££3sB#J&S*
X« Typos of Infloo'l&OM
food apraing
4  tmoquSi eoapound eiretuaflox
3 b o  rooord
0 lOTOl
1 rising
1 lavortod oiroumflox
HOBBiB B
4 no rooord 
6 falling
5 QBoqoal d r c u n f l o x
5 uaoqual compound oirovaaflox
SlB
1 b o  rocord 
1 IotoI
5 rising
3 falling
1  inwortod oirounflox
g unequal InTortod oirounflox
II* Volos loops
Botwoon good and morning
6 n o r o O e r d
4 continuous phonatlon 
6 upward
2 downward
Botwoon morning and sir 
4 no- rooord 
2 bo loap 
10 upward 
2 downward
Table 2. Classification of types of infleotlons ana
location of vlice leaps in What»11 YoU-frave.
X. Types of inflections
E & 1 1 U  XO& t o a
1 unequal circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
a B a t m  xaa
1 no record
1 level
4 falling
2 unequal circumflex
4 unequal compound circumflex
M U A
1 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Yoa
1 no record
2 level
flSJfi
6 no record 
1 rising
7 falling
1 inverted circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between what&tl and you
15 contiguous phonations 
1 no leap 
1 upward
1 downward
Between you and have
5 continuous phonation
6 upward
7 no record
fable 8. Classification of types of inflections as*
location of voice loops is Ojyj it osffot*
1* types of iafloetions
Cm? of oof fo» 
i s o  rooord
^  ft.T.X
1 falling
1  InTortod oiroumflex
1 no rooord 
10 lOTOl 
£ rising 
1 foiling
Of
£ no rooord
1£ lOTOl
S*l 4  no rooord 
£ level 
1 rising 
8 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
4  no rooord
7 level
8 rising 
1 falling
Table 3. (Continued') Classification of types of in­
flections and location of vliee leaps in Cup 
2& SSLlSSL-
11. Voice leaps
Between cup ana Qt_
3 no record
3 continuous phonation 
1 no leap
1 upward 
10 downward
Between of and cof 
7 no record
2 no leap
5 upward
4 downward
Between cof an., f a 
7 no record
6 upward
4 downward
Table 4, Classification of types of inflections and
location of v ice leaps in Hey there.
I. Types of inflections
Hey there
1 failing
1 no record
2 no record 
1 level
4 rising
0 falling
1 circumflex
5 unequal circumflex
23ljc&
5 no record 
1 level
9 fairing
1 unequal inverted circumflex 
11. Voice leaps
Between hey and thege
6 no record
1 continuous phonats-on 
9 downward
Table 5* Classification of types of Inflections and
location of voloe leaps in Where yon been#
Z« Types of inflections
1 no record 
1 level 
3 rising
1 compound circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
You
5 level
1 falling
Been
4 no record 
1 level 
3 rising 
7 falling
1 inverted circumflex
1 unequal Circumflex
II* Voice leaps
Between where and you
2 no record
11 continuous phonation
2 upward
3 downward
6
1
2
circumflex 
unequal circumflex
falling
el o
where
Table b« (Continued) Cl&aaifioatlon of types 
of Inflootions end location of voice loupe 
in «faoro £ai| been,
IX* Voioe leaps
Between you and been 
6 no record 
1 no leap 
8 upward
4 downward
Tafcle 6. Classification of typos of inflections and
location of voice loaps la Hollo yourself.
I. Typos of laflootlons
Hollo your
3 no record 
1 rising
1 falling
4 olroumflex
2 compound circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
H0ll|
rising 
4 falling 
1 unequal circumflex
Your
6 level
self
9 no record
8 falling
1 unequal Inverted circumflex 
IX* Voice leaps
Between hello and your
2 no reoord
9 continuous phonations 
6 downward
Between your and self 
9 no reoord 
8 upward 
1 downward
Table 7* ClaBslfloation of typea of inflections and
location of voles leaps in Hurry uj>*
I* Types of Inflections
Hurry up
rising 
1 olroumflex 
1 unequal olroumflex 
1 unequal compound olroumflex
as£2|
no reoord 
S rising 
B olroumflex 
5 unequal olroumflex
U£
7 no reoord 
4 lerel 
3 falling
XI* Yoioe leaps
Between hurry and 
7 no reoord
4 continuous phon&tion 
7 downward
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W l *  8* Classification of types ef inflections 
and location of roloo leaps la Wo* re lata.
lata, late.
I* Types ef inflections
fcnto (8)
4 as reeerd
1 level 
1 rising 
6 falling
Z unequal circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between we're aad late (1)
6 ae reeerd
£ continuous phenatlon 
11 upward
fietweea late (l)and late (£)
8 as reeerd 
1 ae leap 
24 upward
Between late (£) aad late (Z)
Z ae reeerd
1 eeatlaueus phenatlon 
1 ae leap 
13 downward
table 9. Classification of typ^s of inflections ana 
location of voice leaps in I.Tja coming lust as
as&a m-iL can*
I. Types of inflection
Soon m . X
1 unequal comp unu circumflex
AfiL . & ^ a  iiii 1  
1 rising
Soon m . i 
1 level 
1 rising 
6 falling 
1 circumflex
Soon as
1 rising 
1 falling
Ail I
1 rising
1 f lling
1 inverted circumflex
.Cuming lust 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex 
1 unequal c mp.una circumflex
H a
4 no record
5 level 
S rising 
1 falling
Table 9. (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and location of viice leajs in I’m coming 
■lust as a&ill £& i  can.
I. Types of inflection
Coming
3 no record
6 falling
2 unequal circumflex
2 unequal inverted circumflex
Com.
1 rising
lag
1 level
Just
2 no record
5 level
2 rising
4 failing
1 inverted circumflex
As (no. 1)
5 no reeerd
9 lev el
2 rising
1 falling
Soon
1 level
1 rising
2 falling
Aa (no. ft)
1 falling
I
2 rising 
2 level
Table 9. (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections ana location of voice leaps in Jla chains
lujt. <&£. a-'On I  can,
I. Typos of inflection
Ssa
5 no record
6 falling
5 unequal inverted circumflex
4 unequal compound circumflex
II, Voice leaps
Between I'm and c.ming
6 no record
7 upward
5 downward
Between Com and lng 
1 no recora 
lo continuous ph nation 
1 downward
Between coming ana ,1u t
5 norocord
1 continuous ph,nation
6 upward
9 1 .vvnward
Between ,1ust and 
6 no reoord 
4 continuous leap
1 no loap 
d upward
4 downward
Between && an. goon
5 no record
2 no leap 
lo upward
1 d . 'award
Table 9. (ContinnacQ Classification of types of in­
flections and location of voice leaps in I *m coming
Just as s on as i  can.
IX. Voice Leaps
Betw ea go op. and §&
14 continuous phonations
1 upward 
6 downward
Between a£ and i
14 continuous phonation 
1 no leap 
5 downward
Between £  and can
5 no record
1 continuous phonation 
la upward
Table 10. Classification of ty.es o f  Inflections and
location of voice leaps in I’m tired of w-rxlng
so  f i a r d .
I. Types of inflections
ila ti£ed of v.-.fik-Ute.
1 cooitcund circumflex
Tired of worts;
1 no record
2 falling
i inverted ci.rco.:iflex 
1 uns ;ual compwuna
So Hard
1 rising
2 falling
1 unequal compound circumflex
Tired of
1 no record 
4 falling
i!m
1 no record
3 level
4 rising
5 falling
S olroumflex 
4 unequal circumflex
Tired
1 rising
2 falling
1 circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Table 10* (Continued) Classification of types of 
inflexions and looation of voioe leaps in I*a 
U*£± 2l 23. £££*•
I* Types of inflections 
21
1 no reoord 
4 level 
1 falling
f«r*
1 no reoord 
4 level
2 rising
1 falling
2 olroumflex
1 inverted circumflex
2 no reoord 
9 level 
1 rising 
6 falling
10 level
1 rising
2 falling
Hard
2 no reoord 
4 rising 
6 falling
1 inverted oiroumflex 
1 compound oiroumflex 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Table 10* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and looation of roioe leaps in I'm tired
of wording so hard*
II. Voice leaps
Between I'm and tired
3 no reoord
1 continuous phonation
4 upward 
10 downward
Between tired and of 
6 no record 
10 tfontinuoue phonation
3 upward
Between of and work
4 no reoord
6 oontinuous phonation
3 upward
Between of and work
4 no reoord
6 oontinuous phonation 
6 upward 
8 downward
Between work and lng 
4 no record 
1 oontinuous phonation 
1 upward 
12 downward
Between working and so
3 no reoord 
1 no leap
10 upward
4 downward
Table 10* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections location of voice leaps in l»n
tired of working so hard*
II* Voice Leaps
Between 8£ and hard
2 no reoord
1 oontinuous phonation 
12 upward
3 downward
Table 11, Classification of types of inflections 
and location of voice l.aps in I’d like 
£& loaf and loaf and loaf
I. Types of inflections
XI! £2 Iaa£
1 rising
I'd. like to 
1 level
XIA-Ukt
1 no record
2 level 
4 rising 
2 falling
1 circumflex
To loaf
4 rising
1 unequal circumflex
M d.q)..A Q.df .(2.)
6 rising 
11 inverted unequal circumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
3 no record
11 falling
12!
2 no records 
1 level 
1 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Table 11, (Continued) Classification of types of 
inflections and location of voice leaps 
in Il.d like la loaf and loaf
I, Types of inflections 
Like
1 level
4 falling
1 inverted circumflex
12
5 level
2 rising
■ 1 felling
1 inverted circumflex
■Laat. ..Ill
2 no record 
9 rising
1 unequal circumflex
And . ill
4 no record
2 level
2 falling
1 inverted circumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex
And. l£,).
3 falling
f tflo i*ecord 
2 falling
II, Voice leaps
Betweon IId and like 
4 no record
8 continuous phonation
2 upward
3 downward
Between like and 
1 no record
3 continuous phonation
1 upward 
13 downward
Table 11» (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections aad louation of; leaps in I d like to loaf
and loaf aad loaf
1X« Voice leaps
Between to and loaf (1)
1 no reoord 
9 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leap 
6 upward 
1 downward
Between loafj^and and (2)
4 no reoord
1 no leap 
13 downward
Between and {lj and loaf (2)
4 no record
9 oontinuous phon tlon
2 upward
3 downward
Between loaf (Z) and and (2)
3 no leap
5 upward
10 townward
Between &nd (2) and loaf (3)
4 no reeerd
11 eontlnuoua phonatiofc 
1 upward
1 downward
Table 12. Classification of types of inflections and 
location of voice leaps in Aw. y.ou*d so.,n get 
tlr ,-d of that too.
I. Types of inflections
m  y.QH ! f l 22QR
1 level
Soon get tired, of that 
1 falling
Aw yould
3 Rising
1 unequal inverted circumflex
You!d soon 
1 falling
Soon get
1 no record
2 level
5 faliing
1 inverted circumflex 
1 unequal c,.Bf,uUna circumflex
So n
1 level
4 falling
2 unequal c^mpounu ^ircumfl.x
Tired &£
1 level 
1 rising 
10 falling
Table 12* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and location of voice leaps in Awr 
y. if'd soon &e.t tired of that, too.
I. Types of inflections
Get
2 level 
1 rising 
4 falling
1 inverted circumflex
2 no record 
4 level 
6 rising 
1 falling
1 compound circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
you'd
1 no record 
6 level 
6 rising
1 inverted circumflex 
6 level
4 rising
5 falling
Too
6 no record
7 falling 
1 level
1 unequal oircumfl-x 
3 unequal inverted circumfl--X
Table 12. (Continued) Classification of tys.es of in­
flections ana location of voice lea^s in Awf
you1-, soon get tfofced of that too.
II. Voice Leaps
Between and you»d 
6 no record
6 continuous phonation
1 no lea;,
6 upward
2 downward
Be tv; . n ^ n 1 d and soon
2 no record
3 continuous phonation 
d no leap
5 upward 
5 downward
Between so.-n and g . t
1 no r-cord
2 no leaps
10 continuous phonation 
1 upward
4 downward
Betwe :n pet and tired 
1 no r«c ad
1 c ntinuous phonation 
1 no 1-a*.
14 upward
1 downward
Between tlr^ -a ana
15 continuous phonations 
1 no leap
1 aownward
\
Table 15. Ol&Soificntion of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in N& I woulan»t.
I. Types of inflection 
M  I  y--uldn»>
1 rising
No £  would
1 rising
2 unequal circumfl.x
I & I
2 no recoid 
5 rising
1 invert-a circumflex 
5 unequal circumflex
I  g a & & I l
1 unequal circumflex
Wouldn1t
2 no rec ra
0 falling
1 „mpouna circumflex
12
1 no record 
1 level
1 rising
I
2 level
Would
2 no record 
1 level
1 rising
2 falling
1 unequal compound circumflex
Table 13. (Continued) Classification of types of .in­
flections and location of voice leaps in S9 ft 
wouldn't.
I. Types of inflection
aii
3 no record 
3 level
1 rising
2 falling
1 inverted circuiuflox 
II. Voice Leaps’
Between n£ and ft.
2 no record
14 continuous thonution
2 upward
Between £ and wouldn1t
5 no record
5 oontinuous phonation
6 upward
Between would an. n't
3 no record
8 continuous phonation
7 downward
Table 14. Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice I«&, s in where y'all golm
I. Types of inflection
Where y'all going
1 falling
d unequal Inverted circuijl’Iox
■vhore y 1 all
2 no record 
2 circumflex 
4 fading
2 inverted circumflex 
d unequal circumflex 
2 unequal invert.u circumflex
Whe. e
1 rising
Yo]A
1 farling
Qoinx
1 no record 
6 rising
d falling
2 unequal circumflex
6 unequal inverted circumflex
2 unequal compound circumfl.x
II. V-ice leaps
Between where and y'all
3 no record
14 continuous phonation 
1 downward
Table 14. (Continued) Classification of types of In­
flections and location of voice leaps in .Vhere
y 1 all going
II. Voice 1-aps
Between y'all and going.
2 no record
4 continuous ph nation 
1 ho leap 
11 upvand
Table 15. ClaSsification of types of inflections and
location of voice 'leaps To the show
I. Types of inflections
To the
2 no record
4 level
3 I'ising
4 falling
To
5 level
The
5 level
Show
4 no record
6 rising
5 falling
1 inverted cireumfl_x
4 uneqnaluinver'ced circumflex
II. Voice leaps !
Between to and the
1 no record
13 continuous phonations
2 upward
2 downward
Between the ana show
5 no recora
6 no leap 
6 upward
1 downward
Tati a 16. Olaaalflaatioa if typoa 9t lnXlaotlaas aaA 
loo&tion of roico lupi la John »ya thorp1 >
A  jttlft 151 ft* A t  flfflMMHfti
Z. Typoe of inflootiana
flood aaa at jaw aaraaoa**
1 no roeerA
John n n  t h r o * a  a
1 unoqual oiroaaflox
& Bit iai
1 ol rtwaflox
Say thoro1a *
1 no raoard 
4 falling
a u i i s «.
£ a# raoart 
1 lOTOl
£ falling
n w ,
1 inrortod olrovifliz
Oao at
ITfalling
flaad am#
tilling
z i m
b aa ranor4
fferu
fafeXa U »  (flantlnnad) CXaaalfloatian af typ«i if la* 
ant*laMftl ta a f X a n p t  la John iiji thara1 a
£ m i  « £  il ifes B t a n S r
I« Typaa af lafXaotlana 
Jaha
5 at raoard 
9 rialng 
X falling 
X alraaafXax 
2 oaaqoaX airoooflax
Say a
£ aa raoard 
X XaraX 
S rialng
5 faXXing
Oo ad
6 aa raoard 
£ XaraX
X rialng 
X clrounflax
hi
X aa raoard 
X XaraX 
X faXXing
gha
X aa raaard 
4 XaraX
Paraaannt
1 atraaard
6 faXXing
ft aaoqnaX larartad alranaflax 
X nnaqnaX oanpaaad oiraoaflax
Tati* 1ft* (Pantinned) Classification af typaa af Inflections 
and leoatien af rslss loops la £fja Jftlft MmlM 
ft aaad ana at the
1* Typaa af iaflaotlana
a a a i i
1 aa raaard 
1 lerel 
1 falling
A
Oat
4 leral
1 falling
£ aa raaard 
£ falling 
£ laral
Tara
8 fa l l in g  
8 r is in g
£ anaqua1 circumflex
Meant
Z as raoard 
£ fa l l in g
£ la ra rta d  circum flex
II* Voice laapa
Between Jo ha and m m  
ft no raaard
8 aantlnuoua phonatlsn 
1 na laap
t  downward
Between says and there»»
4 na raoard
9 continuous phonation 
£ upward
8 downward
Tafclo 16* (Oontlnuod) O la so lfio a tlo n  o f typos o f lnflootlOBS 
and loomtion o f roioo loops In  John says thoro*s
& USA SAA h i J&& tm u M S Z
11• Toioo loops
Botwoon *a« &
4 no rooord 
9 continuous phonation 
1 no loop 
1 upward 
Z downward
Botwoon and wood 
7 BO rooord
£ oontinnouo phonetlon 
9 upward
Botwoon sood and ono 
7 no rooord
7 oontinnouo phonation 
4 downward
Botwoon ono and 
Z bo rooord 
6 oontlBuoas phonation
6 downward
Botwoon ££ and
7 b o  rooord
1 oontinuous phonation 
£ no loop 
4 upward 
£ downward
Botwoon Para and Bount 
A no rooord 
10 oontinuous phonation
8 downward
T it le  17. G la ss lfle e tle n  e f types e f in fle e tie a s  
a id  1seatlea e f  re lee  leaps la  Yea wanna <te 
w l t t  a f .
1. Types e f ia f le e tle n s
I2B »&SM li 5£E m reeerd
1 r is in g
1 unequal oeapeund circum flex
Yea wanna ge w l t t
1 unequal eempeand circum flex
Yeu wanna ge
1 r is in g
Yeu wanna 
1 le v e l
7 r is in g
1 unequal inve rted  circum flex
Oe w lt t  
Terming
Wanna ge
1 r is in g
a r is in g
Wanna
£ r is in g  
1 fa l l in g
ISI 1 le v e l
8 r is in g
2 i 4 le ve l 
1 r is in g
fable IT. (Pant1antd) Classification ef types ef
infleotions and leeatiea ef veioe leaps 1a
l£2L HflBft II with mi
1. Types ef iafleetlea 
With
2»
Z rising 
1 falling
1 level 
6 rising
I I ,  Teioe leaps
Between yen and wanna 
& ne reoerd 
IE eentinueus phonation 
1 as leap 
Z upward
Between wan and na
£ ne reeexd 
16 eentinueus phenation
Between wanna and g£
£ ne reoerd
6 eentinueus phenatien 
1 ne leap
9 upward 
1 downward
Between go and w ith  
£ ne reoerd 
« 9 eentinueus phenatien
7 upward
Between w ith  and ijs 
£ ne reeerd 
9 eentinueus phenatien 
7 upward
tab la 18* Olaaalfloation of typos of inflootlona 
ana Xaaatian af to loo loapa in to, I si ah I
gfftli. Jai * T* SSI i£ £2. Etti Jti25«
X. Typoa of inflootlona 
X XotoX
8 unoqual oirouaflox 
8 nnoqaal lnrortoA oirouaflox 
X nnoqaal ooapound oirouaflox
9kl
I falllag
X unoqoal oirouaflox
1  ^  1.T.1
1 rialng 
1 falling
!!§& 1
I  falling
fife
£ XotoI 
8 rialng 
£ falling
1 rialng 
£ falling
1 in ro rto d  o iro ua flox  
1 no rooorA 
S lo ro l
■lab
Z XotoX 
a  rialng 
£ falling
Tahla 18. (0 tail m u d ) OXaaaifioatioa af typaa af 
inflaatian and Inflation af ralea laapa la 
Oh, i ftah X afluid. hut I'm a at t£ n  hana
narly.
Z. Typaa af imflaatinma
£ (na. £)
X na raaard
6 XaraX 
£ rising
7 faXXing
OauXd
X aa raaard
8 XaraX 
X£ falling
£ unaqu&l inrartad clrcumflax
Bui tn
x rxaxng 
X oirouaflox
X unaqua1 o ira ua flax
But X'ra
T r i a i n g
X fa l l in g
X In ra rta d  o ira ua flax
On hana aarXy
1 na raaard
£ unaquaX alroum flax
Tablo 18. (Ooatlnaod) C la s s ific a tio n  o f typos o f 
ln f lo s t io n  and idea tion  o f  ro le s  ltapo  la
9k* I  slak l  is&l. &i H it  o l i t B t  hast
m i x *
1.  Typo* o f la f lo o t io a *
91 *§■&unequal circumflex 
£ r is in g
Homo o a r lr
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal ooapoand oiroumflex 
1 falling
*2t
8 a* rooord
6 lOTOl
1 r ia ln g  
1 fa l l in g
H i t
4 lOTOl
1 r is in g  
£ fa l l in g  
1 o iro u a flo x
52111l n o  rooord 
8 lOTOl
8 r ia ln g
M
4 lOTOl
£ r ia ln g
21 8 no roeorA 
£ lorol 
1 r ia ln g
TabIt 18* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and looation of voioe leaps in 
9k* I »*•»& I could, tut I've got 
to go home early.
I. Types of inflection
92.
8 level
1 rising
Home
1 no record
3 level
2 falling
iSarly
4 no record
5 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 level
II. Voioe leaps
Between Oh and 1
8 conTinuoul? phonation 
1 no leap
1 upward
8 downward
Between £ and wlah
8 oontinuous phonation
2 no leap 
6 upward
2 downward
Between wish and _I
2 uo record ”*
3 no leap 
1 upward
12 downward
Voioe leaps
Between 1 and oould
3 no recorT~
2 no leap
11 upward 
2 downward
Between but and I We
5 no record
2 continuous phonation
6 no leap
4 upward
1 dowuward
Between I W e  and got 
4 no record
3 oontinuous phonation
2 no leap
4 upward
5 downward
Between got and to 
4 no record 
9 oontinuous phonation
1 no leap
2 upward
2 downward
Table 18* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and 10oations of voice leaps 
in Oh, X wish I oould. but I're 
got to go notae early.
XI. Voioe leaps
Between to and go 
4 no reoord
4 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leap 
1 downward 
8 upward
Between and home
4 no reoord
6 no leap
7 upward
1 downward
Between home and early
5 no reoord
2 oontinuous phontion
4 no leap 
1 upward
5 downward
Between earl and ^
17 ooniinuous phonation 
1 downward
Table 19. Classification of tyj.es f inflections 
and locati -ns of voice leaps In £ believe 
iLLL
I. Types of inflection
1 ft&klTO H U
1 rising
1 frftUftTA
2 no record 
1 circumflex
3 unequal oiroumflex
1 unequal comxound
1
2 n record
2 lerel
5 rising
1 unequal circumflex
flfcllave
6 level
3 rising
1 falling
2 unequal circumflex
1*11
1 no record
3 level 
3 rising 
5 falling
3 unequal circumflex
1 no record
3 level
4 rising
4 falling
I unequal circumflex
5 unequal Inverted circumflex
Table 19 CC .ntlnued< Classification of tyj.e of inflec- 
ti as and locati n of T-ice leafs In X believe 
X!.a.1 SSL
XI. V ice leaps
Between X and bej.leva
4 ne record
5 upward
d a wnward
6 c ntinuuus phonati n
Between believe and I1!!
5 n. record 
d upward 
lw downward
Between I<11 and g£ 
4 no record 
14 downward
Table 20. Classification of types of Inflectio
and location of voice leaps in Wellf
come on. then.
I. Types of Inflection
Well
3 no record 
7 level 
6 rising
2 unequal inverted circumflex
Come on
1 nu record
2 rising
9 unequal circumflex
gome
1 level 
1 rising
1 no record 
1 level
Come oa then 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
Xtea
3 no record 
2 level
2 rising
3 falling
3 inverted circumflex
1 unequal circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between well and come 
3 no record 
12 upward
3 downward
Between come and ££
2 no record
15 continuous ph nation 
1 upward
Between oa ana then
4 no record 
10 downward
4 oontinuous phonation
Table 21. Classification of ty^es of inflections
and location of voice leaps in Hois
you da
I. Types of Inflection
How do you do?
1 no record
1 unequal comp una circumflex
How do you
6 falling
2 unequal circumflex
How dp
1 rising
2 falling
1 unequal inverted circumflex
ijoyr,
3 level
1 nottecord
Do you
1 rising
1 circumflex
You
2 level
2 failing
Do you do
1 no record 
1 falling
£2
5 no rec.rd
1 level
2 rising
3 falling
1 circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
Table 21. (Continued) Classification f ty es of
inflections and location ~f voice leaps
in How dd you do
II. Toice leaps
Between h-~ * and 
2 no record 
15 continuous phonotin
2 upward 
1 downward
Between &0 anu ypu
1 n record
13 continuous -h nation 
4 d wnward
Between y.-u ana 
4 no record
2 continuous phonation
6 upward
4 downward
Table 22* Classification of types of inflections
and location of voice leape in How are you (1)
X. Types of Inflection
How are you
5 ano reoord 
1 rising
1 unequal compound circumflex
122. I level
How
Are
1 rising
4 falling 
1 oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
1 rising 
4 falling
1 no reoord
2 level
1 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex
You
3 no reoord
1 level
2 rising 
6 falling
1 oiroumflex
1 unequal oompound oiroumflex
Table 22, Classification of types of Inflections
and location of voioe leaps in How are you (1)
II, Voioe leaps
Between how and are
11 continuous phonation 
3 no record
1 upward
3 downward
Between are and you 
B no reoord
2 continuous phonation 
1 no leap
10 upward
Table 26, Classification of types of inflectio
and location of fton»t you sit down
I. Typos of Inflection
Won it you sit down.
1 no reoord
1 rising
JSLilLl
6 rising
git down
7 rising
2 unequal inverted circumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
Isa.'!
1 no record 
1 level
8 rising 
1 falling
1 circumflex 
1 inverted circumflex
Xai
1 no record
9 level
3 rising
Sit
1 no record 
3 level
2 falling
Down
3 rising
1 inverted circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Table 26 (Continued') Classification of types of 
Inflections end location of Vjion11. y..QU 
ail
II. Voice leaps
Between won,11 and you 
2 no records 
4 c -ant inuoiut^glBWW't 1 on 
2 no leap
10 upward
Between you and sit 
2 no record
1 continuous phonation
11 upward
4 downward
Between sit ana down
2 no record
11 continuous phonation 
1 no leap 
4 downward
Table 24. Classification of ty aa of inflections and 
location of voice leaps in jfeu ilKo
■fctiui jbJujJL'
I. Typos of Inflections
ftfflLtfLU XJi U to
1 rising
1 cons pound circujiii 1--.X
2 un. uai cvafcpounu ei.'Cu&Xi- *
4 rialng 
1 failing
T..U llae
1 n . . *  ri.Con1
1 rising 
^ falling
1 lav- rt-u circu&fi'sx
Ll&e so;.,
4 ievol 
1 rising
QuiteA
1 no record 
i 1 vel 
1 rising
M W d n H A
1 no r«co<. d 
;; level 
4 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal circuosfix
You
3 itiVol
S-oau* coffee
1 inverted circmflex
Table 24. Classification of types of inflections and
looatlon of voice leaps in Wouldn’t you like some
oof fee.
I. Types of inflections
2 rising 
1 falling
Some
8 level
1 rising
3 falling
Cof
4 level
4 rising
2 falling
1 inverted circumflex
3 unequal inverted cirouraflex
fee
1 no record
5 level 
8 rising
II. Voioe leaps
Betweeti':wouldn’t and you 
2 no record
9 continuous phonation 
6 upward 
1 doea^ard
Table 24* (Qontlnued) Classification of types of infleotlons
and looatioo==5f roioe leaps in Wouldn't you like
some oof fee.
II. Voioe leaps
Between you and like
1 no reoord
9 oontinuous phonation 
4 no leap
2 upward
7 downward
Between like and some
7 oontinuous phonation 
7 downward 
4 no leap
Between Borne and oof 
1 no reoord 
1 oontinuous phonation
3 no leap
12 upward
1 downward
Between oof and fee
1 no reoord
2 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leap
13 upward
Table 25. Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice lea;s in yes,, thank you
I. Types of inflections
Tea
4 no record 
3 level
£ rising 
3 falling 
3 cirouiaflex
1 inverted circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
Thank you
1 rising 
1 falling
Ifra.afe
3 no record 
1 lev 1
3 rising 
9 falling
You
3 no record
3 level
5 rising
5 falling
II. Voice l^aps
Between yes and thank
6 no record
1 no leap
4 upward
7 downward
Between thank and you
5 no record
2 continuous phonation 
Q upward
3 downward
Table 86, Classification of types of inflections
and location of voioe leaps in Q&, boy.
I* Types of inflections
Oh boy
1 ‘no record
Oh
2 no rtoord 
6 level
1 rising
6 falling
2 circumflex
Boy
2 no reoord 
2 rising
2 falling
3 unequal circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
7 unequal compound olroumflex
II. Voioe leaps
Between Oh and boy
2 no reoord
1 continuous phonation 
15 upward
Table 27. Classification of types of inflections
and loo&tioa of voioe leaps in Yea, air.
I. Types of inflections
Yes sir
no reoord
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Yea
2 no reoord 
2 level
7 rising
2 falling
3 unequal oiroumflex
Sir
6 no reoord
4 rising
2 falling
4 unequal inverted oiroumflex 
II* Yoioe Leaps
Between yes and
8 no reoord
1 oontinuous phonation 
X no leap 
b upward
3 downward
T*hle 38* Classification of types of inflections and
location of roioc leaps in Hello there.
I, Types of infleotions
Hello there 
I no re<oord 
1 inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Hello
Js no reoord
1 rising 
3 falling
9 unequal oiroumflex
There
o no reoord 
8 falling
2 oiroumflex
II. Yoioe Leaps
Between Hello and there 
6 no reoord
2 continuous phonation 
10 downward
Table 29, Classification of types of inflection 
and location of voice leaps in How*re you
... .  ».s
I, Types of inflection
How1 re yout
5 no record 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
1 compound circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
1 rising
5 falling 
1 circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
g no reoord
4 falling
2 unequal circumflex
II, Voice leaps
Between fiQw*re and you 
7 no record
5 continuous phonation
3 upward
3 downward
Table 30. Classification of types of inflection
and locati n of voice lea.s in Just
I. Tyyas of inflection
Just
12 level 
1 rising 
3 falling
1 unequa- circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Fine
2 no reeora 
9 rising
6 falling
2 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between Ju3t and fine
2 no records
6 no leaps 
u upward
7 downward
Table 21. Classification af types of infleotions
and location of voioe leaps in And yon
I. Types of inflootion
1 falling
1 circumflex
6 unequal circumflex
And
2 level 
£ rising
1 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
II. Voioe leaps
Between and and you 
1 no reoord 
11 continuous pbonstion 
5 upward 
1 downward
Teu
£ no reoord 
2 rising 
£ falling
Table 32. Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in I’m fill right.
thank you.
I, Types of inflections
Urn all cl&fai 
5 no record 
3 falling
2 unequal circumflex
All right
1 no record
3 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Thank you 
1 rising 
1 falling
Ha sll
1 rising
Thank
1 level
5 rising
10 falling
I’m
2 no record
5 rising
You
2 no record
3 level
10 rising
1 falling
Right
1 no record
1 falling
1 inverted circumflex
All
1 level
1 rising
Table 32. (Continued) Qlasslfication of type a of
inflections and location of voioe leapa in
I'm all right, then* you
II. Voice leaps
Between I'm and all 
8 no records 
8 continuous phonation 
2 downward
Between all and right 
7 no reoord
6 oontinuous phonation 
2 upward 
1 downward
Between right and thank
2 no record
3 no leaps 
10 upward
S downward
Between thank and you 
2 no reoerd
2 oontinuous phonation 
1 ne leap
10 upward
3 downward
Table 33m Classification of types of infleotions and
location of voioe leaps in Look, has Alice been in
I* Types of inflection*
Alloe been in here
I compound unequal oiroumflex
been in here 
TTeVei
8 compound inverted circumflex
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
2 unequal compound oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted compound
look
7 no record 
1 level 
1 rising 
9 falling
Been
1 level 
1 rising
here*
3 unequal circumflex
Been in
6 falling'ail
2 oompound oiroumflex 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Table 83# (Continuea) Classification of types of in­
flections and location of voioe leaps in Look,
M S  4110-0 been £n here*
I« Types of infleotion.
Hero
3 rising
4 falling
1 Inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal Inverted circumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
iS
Has
1. level
1 no reoord
5 level
2 rising
6 falling
AIM"Inao reoord 
? tisitfc 
l falling
1 oiroumflex
3 unequal oiroumflex
II« Voioe leaps
Between look and has
7 no reoord
2 upward
9 downward
Between has and Alios 
2 no records
4 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leap
11 upward
Table 33, (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and location of voioe leaps in Look,
has Alice been in here*
II* Voioe leaps
Between Alloe and been 
1 no record
1 oontinuous phonation 
3 no leap 
3 upward 
10 downward
Between been and in
16 oontinuous pEonation 
1 rising •
1 falling
Between jUi and here
8 oonTinuous phonation 
5 upward 
5 downward
Table 34* Classification of types of infleotions and
locations of voioe leaps in £ don't think*
I. Types of Inflection
I don't thin*
1' no reoord
I don't
2 no reoord
3 rising
4 falling
3 unequal circumflex
1
1 no reoord
2 level
3 rising
Don't
I level
1 rising
2 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Think
4 no reoord
1 level
6 falling
2 oiroumflex
3 unequal oirouBflex
1 compound oiroumflex
II* Voice leaps
between 1 and don't 
2 no”record 
9 bs leaps 
6 upward 
1 downward leap
Table 34* (Continued) Classification of types of
flection* and locations of voice leaps In I
don't think*
II. Voioe leaps
Between don't and think 
5 no record 
9 upward 
4 downward
Table 35, Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in X haven’t seen
her since X been here.
I. Types of inflections 
I  im a a lX
1 no record 
1 level 
8 rising
1 falling
4 unequal oiroumflex
Sv.cn her 
8 level
7 failing
2 unequal circumflex
1 to-nli asisa
1 rising
1 falling 
I kssa (a)
1 no record
Been here.
3 falling
1 inverted circumflex
8 unequal compound circumflex
I  U )
2 no record
4 level 
1 rising
1 unequal circumflex
fl&T.&nVt
2 level
4 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Slnc.q X
1 level 
1 fairing
Table 35. (Continued) Classification of types of inflections
and location of voice leaps in X haven*t seen her
since I been here.
I. Types of inflection
Her since
1 falling
4 .i&vel
2 falling
Since
9 level 
6 falling
1 (2)
4 no record
5 level
3 rising 
2 falling
1 circumflex
1 n._’ record 
3 level
5 falxing
3 unequal circu flex
Here
3 rising
2 unequal inverted circumflex 
7 falling
1 levl
Seen
4 falling
1 no r cora
II. Voice leaps
Between £ and haven’t
3 no record
1i continuous phonation 
1 no leap
1 rising
2 falling
Table -5, Classification of types of Inflections and
location of voice leaps in £ havon1t seen her
since £ been here
II. Voice leaps
Bat we on haven* t and 
1 no record
3 continuous phonation
1 no leap 
13 upward
Between seen and her 
1 no record 
11 continuous phonation 
1 no leap 
5 downward
Between her and since
1 continuous phonation
5 no leap
4 rising
8 downward
Between since and I
2 no record
1 continuous phonation
6 no leap 
8 upward
1 downward
Between £ and been
2 no record
6 continuous phonation
3 no leap
5 upward
5 downward
Between been and here
5 continuous phonatiun
2 no leap
3 upward
8 downward
Tabid 36« Glaaaifioation of types of inflections and
location of voice leapa in You know, this la better
coffee than I_ thought it*d fra*
I, Typea of infleotion
You tnpw
2 no record 
4 riaing
1 falling
1 circumflex
3 unequal oiroumflex
2 unequal oiroumflex
Coffee than I 
rfalling
1 unequal compound ciroumflei 
fee than
4 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Thought it'd
3 falling
It'd be
3 falling
Than 1
i &Sa£foora
1 inverted oiroumflex
It'd
5 no reoord
6 level
2 falling
Taule 36* (Continued) Classification of typea of infleotions
and loo tion of voioe leapa In You know, this is
hotter coffee than I, thought it’d Vs.
Types of inflection
This
5 no reoord
3 level
8 rising
2 falling
YOU
a no -record
t level
l rising
Know
2 no reoord
1 level
8 falling
Is
5 no record
7 level
4 falling
2 rising
Better
S no record 
3 level 
5 rising
2 falling
1 oiroumflex
3 unequal circumflex
M l *  {Continued) Classification of typee of in­
flections and location of voioe leaps in 
This le better coffee than £ 
ipugKt beV
X. Typea of inflection 
SSL
4 no reoord
4 level
5 falling
2 unequal inverted
Cof
1 level
2 rising 
8 falling
1 oiroumflex 
1 inverted circumflex 
1 unequal oiroumflex
fee
Bet
8 level 
1 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex
ter
1 level
Table 26. (Continued) Clpasiflcation of types of Infleotions
and location of voice leaps In This Is better ooffee
than 1 thought It*a he*
I. Types of inflection
Than
3 level 
2 rising
1 falling
I
2 level
4 riulng
T&ought
4 no reoord
1 level
8 falling
2 unequal oiroumflex
Table 36* {Continued) Olaaaifiontion of typea of la*
md lo<fieotlono an cation of voioe leaps in 
U  01
ISsaa
XI* Voioe leapa
between and know
5 no rooorda
13 continuous -honatlon
3 upward
Between know and thla
4 no record 
1 no leap
3 upward 
10 downward
Between thla and 
10 downward 
1 no leap
6 no reoord
1 upward
Between la and better
6 no reoorde
2 upward
1 downward
etween better nd ooffee
3 no reoord
4 no leap
7 upward
4 downward
Between ooffee and than 
3 continuous phonation 
B upward 
10 dowaward
Table 26. (Continued) ^laBsifioation of typos of
infleotions and location of voice leapa in
11. Voice leaps
Between than and I.
1 no record ~
11 continuous phonation
1 no leap 
5 upward
Between £ and thought 
4 no“reoord8 
4 no leapa 
8 upward
2 downward
Between thought and ^t
7 ne reeerd
6 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leaf
1 upward
3 downward
Between It, and would
8 no record
2 no leaps 
8 downward
Table 36<* (Continued,) Classification of types of in­
flect ..............
II. Voioe leaps
Between would and be 
5 no reoord
3 no leap 
3 upward 
7 downward
Between bet and ter 
3 no reoord ”
14 oontinuous phonation 
1 downward
Between oof and fee 
1 no record
1 continuous phonation 
3 no leap
2 upward 
11 downward
?qu know, this is better ooffee
Table 37* Classification of types of infleotions
location of voioe leaps for 1% is for a fact.
1. l’ypeo of infleotion
It is
”“7 no record 
1 rising
1 oiroumflex
For a
6 no reoord
2 rising
1 level
6 falling
2 inverted oiroumflex
Faot
6 no record 
2 rifling
9 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex
It
1 no record
7 level
1 inverted circumflex
la
2 no record 
2 level
1 rifling
8 falling
1 oiroumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
eox
1 falling
A
1 falling
TaM* 87. (Continued) Claaaifiontion of typea of inflection
and loontiou of roioe leapa for It_ la for n fact,
II, Voloa leapa
Between and ia
10 no record
2 continuous phouatlon
6 upward
Batweeu is and for
11 no reoorda
7 downward
Between for and £
17 continuous phou-tlou 
1 no leap
not* ou a and fact 
9 no record
8 upward
1 downward
Table 38. Classification of types of inflection and
location of voice leape for Have a blaoult
I. Type of inflection
Have a
l“level 
1 falling
3r unequal circumflex
Have
4 level 
1 rising
4 falling
1 circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
A
7 level
5 falling
Bis
1 no record
8 level 
1 rising 
8 falling
cult
3 no record 
15 level
II. Voice leaps
Between have and a
6 oonTinuous phonation 
2 upward 
10 downward
Table 38* (Continued) Classification of types of inflections
and location of voioe leaps for Have a blsoult
II. Voioe leapa
Between a and biscuit 
1 no“reoor((l'
14 upward
3 downward
Between hla and cult
4 no record 
3 upward
11 downward
fable 29. Classification of typos of inflections and
location of roioo leaps for Jake two and
Taut ter'on while they1 re hat.
I. Types of inflections
Butter’em while they’re
1 inverted unequal oiroumflex
Butter*om while
i unequal Inverted circumflex
And butter'em
1 unequal oiroumflex
JUS »hllo they're
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Butter'em
8' no' record 
1 loyel 
5 falling 
1 oiroumflex
While they're 
I rising
7 falling
1 oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Two and
45" falling
Take
8 no rooord
8 rising
9 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Two
£ no rooord
2 level 
1 rising 
9 falling
Table 39. (Continued) Olaseifioation of types of Inflections
and leoatien orvoice leaps for Take two and
batter*on while they're hoi.
I. Types of Inflection
6 level
2 rising
3 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted compound circumflex
While
4 falling 
They're
4 falling I
1 unequal Inverted circumflex
Hct
6 no record 
1 level 
9 falling
Butter
T level 
1 oiroumflex
iKm
" 1 unequal inverted circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between tafco and two 
2 no rooord
5 no leaps
6 upward
7 downward
Between two and and 
1 no record 
4 continuous phonation 
1 upward 
12 downward
Table S9. <C#Btinued) Classification of typos of in­
flections and Xooatlon of rolce leaps for 
Take two and batter them while 
they* re hot
11* Voioe leaps
Between and and batter 
1 no rooord
1 continuous phonation 
14 upward 
£ downward
Between butter and them 
£ no record 
IB continuous 
2 falling
Between them and while 
£ no records 
£ oontinuous phonation 
£ no leaps 
10 upward 
£ downward
Between while and they*re 
IS oontinuous phonation 
1 no loap 
4 downward
Between they* re and hot 
8 no rooord 
8 upward 
£ downward
T a b le  4 0 .  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  ty p e s  o f  i n f l e c t i o n s  and
lo c a t i o n  o f  v o ic e  le a p s  i n  Tommy.
I. Types of inflections
Tommy
6 no record 
8 rising 
2 falling
2 unequal circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
Table 41. Classification of types of inflections
location of voice leaps in Sir
I. Types of inflections
m .
3 no record 
9 rising 
2 falling
1 inverted circumflex
1 unequal circumflex
2 unequal inverted circumflex
Table 42, Classification of tyt.es of inflections and
location of voice leaps in Come here.
I. Typ.s of inflections
Come here
5 no record 
2 unequal circumflex
Come
1 no record 
1 rising 
5 falling
1 unequal circumflex
1 inverted circumflex
2 level
Here
4 no record
5 falling 
2 level
II. Voice leaps
Between come and here 
9 no record 
2 rising 
5 falling
2 continuous phonation
Table 43. Classification of types of inflections and 
location of voice leaps in You'rs noisyf
noisy.
I. Types of inflection
Yp.u'.Efc noisy
1 no record
2 rising
1 unequal inverted circumflex
1 unequal compound circumflex
Noi£Z,_Jlol&jr
2 no record 
1 rising
1 falling
2 circumflex
4 unequal circumflex
Halflg (1)
2 no record 
1 rising
1 falling
2 circumflex
4 unequal oiroumflex
loiaz (2)
2 no record 
11 falling 
2 circumflex
You1re
2 no record
1 level
5 rising
2 circumflex
1 compound circumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
1 rising
£xU)
1 level
Table 43. (Continued) Classification of types of inflections
and location of voice leaps in You»re noisy.
m laz.
I. Types of inflection
lai (2)
1 rising
az.(8)
1 level
II. Voice leaps
Between you*re and noisy
2 no records
6 continuous phonation 
1 no leap 
8 upward
1 downward
Between noisy and noisy
3 no record
2 continuous phonation 
1 no leap
3 upward
1 downward
Between flai(l) and sy(l)
1 downward 
17 continuous phonation
Between noi(2) and sy(g)
1 downward 
17 continuous phonation
Table 44, (Continued) Classification of inflections
and location of voioe leaps in Sit down
and be quiet
I. Types of inflection
ait dov/n and be 
1 no reoorcT 
3 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Sit doviu and 
i no record 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Sit down
1 no record 
1 level
1 unequal oiroumflex
Sit
6 level
Sown and
5 falling
julet
8 no record 
11 falling
2 oompound oiroumflex
and
2 level 
and be
 Trieing
be
1 no reoord
5 ley el
3 falling
Table 44* Classifications of types of infledtions
and location of roioe leaps in Sit down a
and be quiet,
II, Voice leaps
Between ait and down 
4 no record
8 oontinuous phonation 
1 no leap
1 upward
4 downward
Between down and and
2 no record
1 upward
6 downward
9 oontinuous phonation
Between and and be
2 no record
11 continuous phonation
5 dowisrard
Between be and quiet
6 no record
2 no leaps
7 upward
3 downward
Tahla 46. Claeaificatlan of types of inflections
and laoatian af Teioa leaps in Bsw'p y'all*s
dlanar
I. Types of infleotione
law*8 y'all's
 1 faTilni
£ unequal oiroumflex
Sfalllng 
11 unequal circumflex
Haw'a
i laral 
Z rising 
6 falling
£ unequal oiroumflex
Pinner
4 no raoard 
1 laral 
1 riaing 
10 falling 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Pin
1 falling
nar
1 no raoard
II. Yeioe leaps
Between haw'a and T'all'a 
1 no raoard 
6 na leap 
£ upward 
10 downward
Between X'all'a and dinner 
£ na raoard 
1£ upward 
4 dawnward
Table 46* Classification of types of infleotione and
location of voice leaps for It's very good
I. Types of infleotione
It's very
1 falling 
1 oir oumflex
It1s ve
1 rising
Itle
1 no record 
5 rising 
9 level
Vo
SL
S: level
1 rising 
1 falling 
1 oiroumflex
2 norrecord 
4 rising 
8 falling 
2 circumflex 
2 unequal oiroumflex
So
ed
1 falling 
1 level
1 rising 
1 level
Seed
1 lwvel 
6 no rooord 
8 rising 
& falling
1 unequal circumflex
Table 46. (Continued) Classification of types
inflection and location of roice leaps
yery good
II. Voice leaps
Between it's and yery 
£ no record 
3 centinueus phonation 
3 no leaps 
7 upward
3 downward
Between re and rg 
£ no record
4 continuous phonation 
11 upward
1 downward
Botweon ry and go 
7 no rooord 
1 no loap 
6 upward 
4 downward
Between £0 and 
3 no record 
IB continuous phonation 
£ downward
T-fble 47. Classification of types of inflections and
l o c a t i o n  o f  ’ ’ o ia e  le a p s  i n  Can £  b r iz ig
you something else.
X. ^ypes of inflection
Can I bring you something 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Gan £  bring you something else 
1 rising
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Can I bring you
T  compound eiroumflex
N
Something else
'£ ■unequal' oiroumflex
bring you 
3 level 
5 rising
2 falling
1 inverted oiroumflex
2 unequal oiroumflex
1 level
rising 
You
Some
' 10 level
2 oiroumflex
T a b le  4 7 *  (C ont i n u e d ) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  t y p e s  o f  in>
f l o o t i ’ono a n d  l o c a t i o n  o f  v o ic e  le a p s  I n
Can X b r in g  you  a o a d th ln g  e ls e .
I. Types of inflect ion
Can I
”4 falling
3 no record 
3 rising 
2 level
1 unej.ua! compound
Thing else
6 rising 
1 f lling
1 oonpouiid oiroumflex 
£ inverted circumflex
2 level
2 rising
Thing
3 level
Can
1 falling
I
1 level
T a b le  47« ( C o n t in u o f l)  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  e>' o f  I n ­
f l e c t i o n ! . ’ iTiiS lo o & t io n  of v o io e  le a p s  in
Can X_ bring you something
II* Voioe leaps
Between can and I,
3 no record
14 oontinuous phonationa
1 rising
Between I and bring
2 no record
4 *ontinuous phonationa 
11 rising
1 falling
Between bring and you
16 ooniiauous pnonations
2 upward
Between you and some
3 oontinuous piaonationa 
6 no leap
9 upward
Between gome and thing
6 obutXnuoua pHonations 
6 no leap 
6 downward
Between thing and else
15 obniinuoua phonation 
3 upward
Table 48, (Qontlaued) Classification of types of in­
flect looiaul~Tooat Ion of voioe leapa for
Hq I, don't believe ao.
I# Types of inflections
Ho 1 don't believe 
"*1 no record 
7 rising
1 falling
2 unequal oiroumflex 
2 aompound oiroumflex
Don't believe
 1 ’falling
1 unequal inverted eompound circumflex
Ho 1 don't
”l unequal inverted compound oiroumflex
I don't
i no record
1 rising
2 oiroumflex
1 unequal oiroumflex
Ho I
“l falling 
1 unequal oiroumflex
I
1 level
3 rising 
3 falling
1 inverted unequal circumflex
i'able 48, (Poutlnued) Classification of types of In­
flections' and looatloa of voioe leaps for
i^ o I don't believe so
I. Types of Inflections
ao
4 no record 
2 level
2 rising 
10 falling
1 no record
5 rising 
4 falling
4 olToumflex
Don't
"I no reoord 
6 rising 
1 falling
Table 48* (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections and location of voioe leapa for
No £ don*t bellere so.
II* Voioe leapa
Between £o and 1
2 no record""
5 continuous phonation
3 upwards
8 downward
Between 1 and donlt 
2 no^reoorls 
7 oontihuoua phonation
1 no leap
2 upward
6 downward
Between don*t and believe
3 no record
3 continuous phonation
3 upward
9 downward
Between believe and so
4 no record
2 no leapa 
4 upwards
3 downwards
Table 49* Classification of types of infleotiona and
looation of voioe leapa fox Come on and
go home with me«
I, Types of infleotiona
Come on and go home
2 oompountF oiroumflex
And kp home with
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal oompound oiroumflex
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Come on and
1 no reoord
2 falling
1 unequal oiroumflex 
hone with
’ T  unequal oiroumflex
no record
Come on and go
1 falling
And go
1 falling
' fn h le  4 9 . (C o n t in u e d ) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  i n f l e o t i o n a
and location or voice le a p s  f o r  Come on
and £ £  borne w i t h  me.
I. Type8 of infleotiona
On
1 level 
1 falling
Qo
1 no reoord
4 level
Home
2 level 
Arising 
2 falling
2 inverted oiroumflex
Come
2 level
With
3 no record 
3 level
5 falling
Me
2 no reoord 
1 level 
8 falling 
1 ciraumflex 
1 inverted circumflex
And
1 level •
2 rising
[fable 48# (Continued) Olaaalfioatloa of types of
inflection and location of voioe leaps
for Cane on and go borae with 
3S.
II, Yoloe leapa
Between ooae and on
16 ooiitiiluoua phonation 
1 upw »r4 
1 downward
Between ou and r»nd 
ft no record
4 oontinuous phonation 
4 upward
3 downward
Between ?nd and gg.
1 no record 
lft continuous phonation 
1 no leap
4 upward
Between go and home
8 ooutinuoueononntiuu
4 uo leap
5 upward
1 downward
4 mp reoord
3 eontiououe phonation 
1 upward 
8 downward 
1 no leap
l l o  4 9 .  (C o n t i n u e d ) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  ty p e s  o f
in f le c V j . o u  u t i i o o s t i o n  o f  v o ic e  ie a o s  f o r
Come on  and go  home w i t h  me
t Voice Xeape
Between with and me
3 no record
4 continuous phonation
a no leap
5 upward
4 downward
Table 60* Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in N£ £ can!t.
I. Types of inflections 
M l
1 no record
2 rising 
1 falling
1 inverted circumflex 
'■'Z unequal circumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
M
7 rising 
1 falling
1 compound circumflex
1 no record
6 level 
1 rising
1 falling
Ganli
8 no record 
10 falling
II. Voice leaps
Between ]$o and £
2 no record
7 continuous phonation
9 downward
Between I and can»t 
9 no record 
1 no leap 
7 upward 
1 downward
Table 51* Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in Star can’t you.
I. Types of inflections 
Why
2 no record 
2 level
5 rising
0 f al»lng
2 circumflex
1 compound circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Can’t
4 no record
1 level
2 rising
6 falling
2 unequal circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Iom
4 no record 
9 level
2 rising 
d falling
II. Voice leaps
Between Winy and can’t 
4 no record 
11 upward 
6 downward
Between can’t and you 
6 no record 
1 no leap 
1 upward 
10 downward
Table 52. Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps for IWe got to study.
I. Types of inflections
I've got to
1 unequal circumflex
I've got
1 no record 
1 rising
1 falling
I've2 no record
3 level
4 rising
5 falling
Got
2 no record
6 level 
5 rising 
2 falling
la
11 level 
4 no record 
1 falling
no record 
5 falling
Stu
1 no record 
4 level
2 falling
3 no record
4 level
1 falling
Got tfQ
1 level
T a b le  5 2 .  (Q o n t ln u e d ) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  o f  t y p e s  o f  i n f l e c t i o n s
and  l o c a t i o n  o f  v o ic e  le a p s  f o r  l i v e  g o t  t o  s t u d y .
I. Voice leaps
Between 1*76 and got 
3 no record
3 continuous phonation
1 no leap
5 upward
6 downward
Between &gt and 
5 no record
2 continuous phonation 
5 upward
8 downward
Between £o and study
9 no record 
9 upward
Between ^tu and dy;
9 no record
4 downward
5 continuous phonation
Table 53* Ciateificatioa of types of inflection and
loeating voloe leaps In v>'tll X111 see
you later, then.
I, Types of inflootion
well 1*11 see jrou later 
1 unequal oiroumflex
£ee you later 
1 failing
1 unequal oiroumflex
aea you lat
l” no record
1 rising
2 falling
X2H
1 falling
a eg £ 3
1 no record
1 level
4 falling
2 inverted unequal oiroumflex
Later then
1 no record
2 falling
2 unequal Inverted oiroumflex
3 rising
1 unequal inverted
Table 53« (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flect i‘oni~an3~Xooating voioe leaps in
flail 1*11 see you late?. then
I, Types of inflection
1 rising
1 falling
2 inverted oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
illl
2 no record 
4 level
7 rising
Table 52. (wontinued) Classification of typos of inflection
and location of voice loape for Well. I'll boo
yon lator then
I. Type8 of inflection
lorol
circumflex
level
falling
no record 
falling
no reoord
level 
rising 
falling
inverted oiroumflex 
unequal inverted circumflex
leaps
Between well and I'll 
2 no record
2 continuous; phonation 
1 na leap
6 upward 
b downward
Between I'll and see
3 no reoord 
£ no leap
9 upward 
£ downward
Between you and later
5 no reoord
6 continuous phonation 
b upward
£ downward
II. Viice
Tablo 63. (Continued) Classification of typos
inflootion and location of Toioo loapo
for W» H . I'll ooo you lator thon
II. Voioo loapo
Botwoen la and tO£
6 no rooord
6 continuous phonation 
4 downward
Botwoon lator and thon
6 no rooord
3 oontinuous phonation 
2 no loap
7 downward
Tatole 54. Classification for types of inflections
and location of voice leaps for flood-toy
I. Types of inflootion
flood-toy
1 circumflex
1 invortod circumflex
Z unequal invortod cireumflox
flood
Z no rooord
7 lovol
4 rising
»I
4 no rooord
Z falling
1 oiroumflex
1 oompound eircumflex
z unequal eircumflex
a unequal invortod circumflex
Voioo leaps
Botwoon good and toy 
4 no rooord 
4 no leap 
9 upward 
1 downward
Table 56. Ulassifioation of types of Inflootion 
and looatlon of t oIoo leaps in I, asked 
her to oome with us but she~ 
wo~uldnT?
I. Types of infleotlona
£ no rooord 
1 level 
1 rising 
1 falling
A eke ft
T no rooord 
1 level
3 rising
I ter
1 unequal compound circumflex
Her to
1 no reoord 
£ level
4 falling
uomo with
£ no reoord 
1 falling
With ug 
T  no record 
£ level 
£ falling
I 2J§j4
£ no reoord 
6 rising 
1 falling
3 unequal oiroumflex
Tahle 55. (Continued) ^lasaification of types of 
inflection and location of voice leaps in 
I_ asked her to come with us hut she 
~ woul&P^'t.
1. ’-Types of inflection
Her
Z no reoord 
5 level 
E falling
Te
2 no reoord 
8 level 
1 falling
no reoerd 
level 
rising 
7 falling 
E oiroumflex
2ft
no record 
Z level 
1 rising 
Z falling
Z no reoerd 
4 level 
1 rising 
Z falling
Hut
She
Z no reeer 
1Z level 
£ falling
1 no reoerd 
0 level 
4 riBing 
Z falling
Tahle 66. (Continued) Classification of types of 
inflection and location of voice leaps in 
1  »8kod hor to ooae with aft £sl 
slit waulAn'1
I. fypee of inflootion
would
4 no reoord 
6 lofol
1 rising
2 falling
1 unequal circumflex
n't
8 no rooord 
6 level
1 falling
Wouldn't
 Flailing
1 unequal inverted circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between 1 and asked 
8 no“reoord 
18 continuous phonttion 
8 upward 
1 downward
Between asked and her 
6 no record 
8 no leap
8 upward
9 downward
•Between her and Jig,
4 no rooord
6 continuous phonation 
1 upward
7 downward
Table 55. (Continued) Classification of types of 
Inflection and location of voice leaps in 
X asi^ ed bey to with us faut^ 
a M  aflBldall
II, Voice leaps
Between and come 
5 no record
5 no leap 
8 upward
Between come and with
6 no record
1 continuous phonation 
4 upward
7 downward
Between with and 
6 no record
4 continuous phonation
2 no leap 
1 upward
5 downward
Between and but
6 no record
8 upward
4 downward'
Between but and she
3 no record 
3 no leap
11 upward 
1 downward
Between she and would
5 no record
1 continuous phonation 
10 upward
2 downward
Between would and all
5 no record
6 continuous phonation 
6 downward
Table 66# Classification of typo* of inflection md
looetioa of voioa leaps rot l£  you SMj&k
she* s m*£
U  typo* of Inflection
You thin* jteeVs w A
no 'record
5 lsfel 
3 rising
X oiroumflex 
X inter ted circumflex
^•*0 m A
1 no reoord 
3 rising
X circum flex
BO
6 letel 
A rising
You
3 level
2 rising
X oiroumflex
Tbluic
1 no reoord 
8 level 
5 rising
3 fMixing
Tab IS 56* (Continued) Classification of types 
flection and location of voioe leaps for 
®2L Z2E thin* shs*_s a ad
I, Types of inflection
She's
Mad
level 
7 falling
6 rising
2 unequal oiroumflex 
2 unequal inverted circumflex 
2 unequal compound oiroumflex
Table 56. (Continued) Classification for types of in­
flection and looation of voice leaps for
Do you think she *8 mad
II. Voioe leaps
Between do and you
1 no reoord
10 no leap 
7 upward
Between you and think;
2 no reoord
1 continuous ohonation
11 upward
4 downward
Between think and she*a 
1 no reoord
1 continuous phonation
4 upward
12 downward
Between she*a and mad 
1 no reoord
1 continuous phonation
5 no leap
5 upward
6 downward
le 57# Cl-’fifli.fixation of typaa of lnfleotLoaa and
ioaatioxi of voice la&po In I geo.- on go#
Typaa of iuflectioaa
1 ciruumflex 
1 uxuhu&l circumflex
1 no reoord 
a lead 
4 rialng
1 uua.iual oirouraflex
uo rooord 
6 rising
1 uuexuai circumflex
d i a l o g
r«£k
1 mo rooord
1 level
2 rising
1 no reoord 
6 level
6 falling
4 no reoord
11 falling 
9 cirouteflex
Table 57, (Continued) Classification of types of in-
flections and location of voioe leaps in 2
reckon so.
II, Voice leaps
Between 2  and £ec&ofl 
2 no record 
11 continuous phonation
1 no leap
4 upward
Between reck and
2 no record
5 Continuous phonation
6 no leap
4 upward
5 downward
Between reckon and ^
0 no record 
8 upward 
4 downward
Tatle Clr Edification of inflections ana location
of voice leaps in Tommy. drink your milk.
I. Types of inflections
 5 no reoord
9 rising
3 falling
2 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Drink
13 rising
4 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
eumflex 
1 eompound oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
2 no reoord 
10 falling 
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
111* Voioe leaps
Between Tommy and drink
3 no reoord
4 upward 
11 downward
Your
2 no reoord 
9 level
4 falling
Milk
Table 3§. (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections anA 'location of voioe leaps
in Tommy, drink your milk.
II, Voioe leaps
Between drink and your 
2 no record
2 no leap
1 upward 
13 downward
Between your and milk
3 no reoord
3 oontinuous phonation 
9 no leap
2 upward
7 downward
Table Classification of types of Inflection and
location of voioe leaps for Ma*aa
I, Types of infleotlon
Ma'am
I level 
14 rising 
1 unequal oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Table 60. Classification of types of Inflections and
location of voice leaps in X aaid drink your
I. Types of inflections
Drink your 
1 rising
Your aJLUfc
1 no record
2 unequal circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
5 no record
6 level
7 rising
Said
4 no reoord
5 level 
1 rising 
7 fairing
1 compound circumflex
Drink
3 no record
2 level 
10 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Your
1 no record 
7 level 
1 rising 
1 falling
1 inverted circumflex 
1 unequal circumflex
Milk
4 no record
5 falling
1 circumflex
2 unequal circumflex
Your milk
1 no record
2 unequal circumflex
2 unequal compound circumflex
Table 60. (Continued) Classification of types of inflection#
and location of voice le a p s  in X  said dr i n fri
your milk.
II. Voice leaps
Between X and said
6 no record 
5 no leap
5 upward
2 downward
Between said and drink 
5 no record
3 no leap
7 upward
3 downward
Between drink and your
4 no record
1 continuous phonation
5 no leap
8 downward
Between your and milk 
5 no record
4 continuous phonation 
8 upward 
1 downward
fafcle 61* Classification of types of inflections and
location of t o loo leaps In Hear
I, Types of inflections
Hear
1 no reoord 
13 rising 
1 unequal oiroumflex 
3 unequal inverted oiroumflax
Table 62. Classification of types of Inflection and
location of voice leaps in Yea Ma'am.
I. Types of infleotion
tea Ma’am
i "no"record
Yea
3 no records 
11 rising
1 falling
2 inverted circumflex
1 unequal oiroumflex
Ma'am
5 no reoorda
2 rising
4 falling
1 inverted circumflex 
9 unequal oiroumflex
II. Voice leap*
Between yea and ma'am
4 no record
5 no leaps 
2 upward
7 downward
Table 63* Classification of types of Inflections
location of voice leaps in How y*all doing.
1* Types of inflections
record 
9 falling
1 compound circumflex 
3 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal compound circumflex
1 unequal circumflex
All
1 falling
How y*all doing
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Y’all doing
I no record
no record 
2 rising 
11 falling 
1 unequal circumflex
How
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
Table 63. (Continued) Classification of types of in­
flections ana location of voice leaps in Hoy y»all
doing*
II. Voice leaps
Between how and y»all 
2 no record 
15 continuous pdonation
1 downward
Between y»all and doing
2 no record
1 continuous phonation 
11 upward
4 downward
Between you, ana all 
1 downward 
17 continuous phonation
Table 64. Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in All right
I. Types of inflections
All right
a noreoord 
9 rising
1 inverted oiroumflex 
1 compound oiroumflex 
1 unequal Inverted circumflex
All
8 no record 
1 level 
4 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Right
no record 
1 level
4 rising
1 falling
1 unequal circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between all and right 
7 no reoord
6 continuous phonation 
3 upward 
2 downward
Table 66* Classification of types of inflection and
location of voice leaps in How y'all been.
I. Types of inflection
How y*all
1 falling
1 oiroumflex 
1 unequal circumflex 
1 unequal compound oiroumflex
Y'all been
I no reoord
 * no reoord
5 falling
a unequal oiroumflex
■How
3 level
4 rising 
4 falling
2 unequal oiroumflex
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
You
1 level
Been
3 no reoord 
12 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
reoord
Table (Contitrued.) Classification of types of in*
flection and location of voice leaps in
^ow y'«il been.
II. Voice leaps
Between how and y'all 
5 no reoord
4 continuous phonation 
8 upward
1 downward
Between you and all
5 no reoord
18 continuous phonation
Between all and been 
8 no record 
1 no leap 
3 upward
6 downward
Tahle 66. Classification of types of inflection and
looatien of voioo leaps for ^ighty. ninety.
•no dollar, two, throe. four, five
I. Types of inflootione
Eighty, ninety, one dollar 
1 compound circumflex
One dollar 
I rising 
Z falling
1 oiroumflex
2 compound circumflex 
Z unequal circumflex
Z unequal oompound oiroumflex
Eighty
1 no reoord 
12 rising 
1 falling
1 compound circumflex
Ninety
9 rising 
1 falling
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
One
4 level
1 rising 
1 falling
1 oompound oiroumflex 
1 unequal oiroumflex
Dollar
T“no reoord 
Z rising
4 falling
Two
Z level 
8 rising
5 falling
1 inverted oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Table 66* (Continued) Classification of types of 
inflaction and looation of voice leap* 
for Eighty, Ninety, one dollar, 
two, three, fear, five
1* Types of Inflections
level 
7 rising 
4 falling
2 inverted oiroumflex 
1 compound circumflex 
1 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Jour
1 level 
6 rising
2 falling
2 inverted oiroumflex 
2 compound circumflex 
2 unequal inverted oiroumflex
Jive
2 no record 
2 rising 
11 falling 
1 circumflex
1 inverted oiroumflex
Mine
oiroumflex 
1 unequal inverted circumflex
$1
£ rising
Pol
1 unequal circumflex
lar
1 ne record
Tahle 66. (Qentiauod) Classifies t£*m of types of
inflections and loeotlon of yelee loops
liighty. nlaoty. one dollar 
two, throo. fourTflTo.
11. Voioe loops
Between elyht and £
1 bo roeord
16 continuous phonation 
1 upward
Botwoon eighty and ainoty 
£ no reoord 
1 continuous phonation 
1 upward 
Id downward
Between nine and ty
17 eentinuoue phonation 
1 upward
Botwoon ninety and one
1 oontlnuoue phonation 
1 bo loop 
6 upward 
10 downward
Between one and dollar
1 no reoord "
10 continuous phonation
2 upward
6 downward
Botwoen dollar and two 
£ no roeord 
£ no loop 
8 upward 
6 downward
Botwoon two and throo 
1 no roeord 
1 upward 
Id downward
Tafcle 64. (Continued) Classification of types of 
inflections and location of voice leaps for 
Eighty, ninety, one do?.lar. two,
B a & »  ms.*
II. Voioe leapt
Between three and four 
1 no reoord 
1 no leap 
£ upward 
14 downward
Between four and five 
4 no reoerd 
6 upward 
9 downward
Between jLo^  and iar 
1 no reoord 
17 continuous phonation
Table 671 Classification of types of inflections and
location of voice leaps in Thank you,
I. Types of inflections
Thank you
I falling
Thank
1 no record 
1 level 
8 rising 
4 falling
1 oiroumflex
2 unequal circumflex
2 no reoord 
8 level
3 falling
4 inverted unequal circumflex
II, Voioe leaps
Between Thank and you 
3 no reoord 
• 1 continuous phonation 
2 no leap
1 upward
11 dowrward
Table 68. Classification of types of inflection uuu
location of voice leaps in Come Again.
X. Types of inflections
Come again
1 compound circumflex
tern a
1 level
8 rising
2 circumflex
1 inverted circumflex
1 unequal inverted circumflex
Come
2 falling
2 unequal circumflex
Again
1 level
3 falling
a aIa
2 no record
6 falling
1 unequal circumflex
3 unequal inverted circumflex
1 unequal compound circumflex
II. Voice leaps
Between &  and gain 
2 no record
2 continuous phonation 
2 no leap 
6 upward 
6 downward
Between com^ and £
16 continuous phonation 
2 upward
table 69. Personal Data
Qft&smc
Davidson, Mrs. Mary W.
H a w .  Jil teld&Bfta
Utica, Mi-a. 
Carpenter, Mi:-s. 
Roodvilie, Miss. 
Mew Orleans, La. 
Madisonvilie, La. 
Bogalusa, La. 
Baton Rouge, La.
11 years
Id  years 
2 years 
7 years 
16 years 
1 year
Duty, Dorothy Alexandria, La. 16 years
Baton Rouge, La. 1
King, Clifford Anne Atlanta, G&« S years,
Alexandria, La. IS years
Baton Rouge, La. 1 year
Alexandria, La. 1 year
Baton Rouge, La, 1 year
La Combe, Janet Eunice, La. 5 years
Baton Rouge, La. Id years
Merritt, Millicent Baton Rouge, La. 18 y«ars
erning Observers
t a i  a£ Baalflflfttta
la, La
i
iState of Virginia 
Atlanta, Ga.
J It. Landry Parish, La. 
pliee. La.
Bitojjt Rouge, La
i
iaton.Rouge, La.
Ma3tiasEL& £ in m  a £  figalflangB
Tazoo City, Miss.
Canton, Miss.
Utiea, Miss.
Avoyelles Parish, La* 
Alexandria, La.
Le Compte.i La. 
Atlanta, Ga* 
Alexandria, La.
Rapides Parish, La. 
Hatehitoohes, La. 
Sunioe, La.
Baton Rouge, La,
Baton Rouge, La.
Qbg.er.Tex 
. ja. Miller, -Angie
7, Mixon, Catherine
8, Oubre, Mrs. J. L,
9, Watson, Eloise
Table 69. (SsS&UMfi.)fW.onal|JL^ Coa.emlng Ob.ervsrs
Places of Residence
Canton, Hiss»
Tampa, Fla.
Baton Rouge, La.
UXku!.* Kluifl a t fiatUaati Hathara Uaftas, a l ZulAWUL
S5E! pcS^' Mi”
9 rear3 t a S ? X U .
Baton Rouge, La,
Canton, Miss, 
Tampa, Fla. 
Baton Rouge, La.
Magnolia, Miss. 
HaComb, Miss. 
Baton Rouge, La,
8 years
9 years 
1 year
11a, Mlaa, 
onb, Mlaa
Magnolia, Miss. 
MeComb, Miss.
Crystal Springs, Miss. Until
marriage
—  Miss, 2 years
6 years 
2 years
JMatchea, ox a.
Hkttlesburg, Misa, 
New Orleans, 1a . 
Baton Rouge, La. 16 years
Fort Gibson, Mlaa, 
Crystal Springs, Mlaa,
Crystal Springs, Mlaa.
Baton Rouge, La. 18 years latanalon Pariah, La. 
law Orleans, La,
Baton Rouge, La.
Llrlngston Pariah, La, 
Baton Rouge, La.
g fe a m sc
10. Bridges, W.V.
11, Harris, C.S.
12. Louden, Gordon
Table 69.
gU as-5. aL Ss&iAsamsk
St, Helena Parish, 
Bogalusa, La,
Hew Orleans, La. 
Kentwood, La. 
Baton Rouge, La.
La.
Denham Springs, La. 
Baton Rouge, La.
Baton Rouge, La,
Personal^
9 years 
4 years 
3 years 
0, years 
3 years
1 year 
18 years
25 years
ita Concerning Observers
'at,her is Places of Residence Mother!a Places o£ Re.gidg&sg
t. Helena Parish, La. 
galusa, La. 
ffi- Orleans, La. 
Kentwood, La.
Denham Springs, La. 
iaton Rouge, La.
Port Allen, La. 
Baton Rouge, La,
Galesburg, Miss. 
Kentwood, Miss.
St. Helena Parish, La. 
Bogalusa, La.
New Orleans, La. 
Kentwood, La.
Prairieville, La. 
Denham Springs, La, 
Baton Rouge, La.
Baton Rouge, La,
13. Petty, M. A. Bunkie, La.
New Orleans, La. 
Palmetto, La. 
Lafayette, La. 
Baton Rouge, La.
8 years 
1 year 
13 years 
4 years 
I year
.
Bustin, La. 
Bunkie, La.
New Orleans, La,
St. Landry Parish, La. 
Bunkie, La.
New Orleans, La.
■ Palmetto, La.
Sable 69. (Continued) Personal.
Q t o x  
14. Quinn, L.M.
15. Terry, George
16, Vick, E.B.
flLJ&Sffil&SBafi
Osakl, Miss. 19 years
Baton Rouge, La. 2 years
Jackson, Miss. 16 years
Baton Rouge, La. 1 yeai
Laurel, Miss. 18 years
Baton Rouge, La. 1 year
Gulfport, Miss. 1 year
17. Weber, Dudley Baton Rouge, La. 19 years
Data Concerning Observers
gatherta Plaana of Raaldanfle Mother*s lag** of RagiAanea 
Osakl, Miss. Osakl, Miss,
J'fttiksea, Miss,
el. Miss.
t. Miss,
Donaldsonvilie, La, 
Mexico
Batten Rouge. La,
Hew Orleans, La, 
Jackson, Miss.
Laurel, l'.iss. 
Gulfport, Miss,
Svansville, Ky, 
Hew Iberia, La, 
Baton Rouge, La,
Tabl» 69. (Continue) Personal
Qba.-.-.rx.^ c
iu. Wosuaok, John L. 3atun Rouge, La. lo years
Data Concerning Observers
iMfoar lfl E U m  al flaBlflsagfi
iGraenaburg, La,
[Baton Rouge, La.
MattwrJL& Piasaa &
Clinton, La.
Baton Rouge, La,
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